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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to examine the sel f-cstccnl
of early French immersion students to discover how it is
related to the communicative potential of processes observcd
in the classroom. "Communicative potential" was a construct
developed for this study out of a review of the literature on
the communicative approach to second language learning. It
refers to the theoretical level of communicativenoss of a
classroom based on processes selected by the teacher for usc
in the classroom.
The sample consisted of all grade one, two, and three
French immersion classrooms in Newfoundland (excluding those
in Labrador City), whose teachers v~lunteered to participate
in the study. This yielded a total of twenty-threa classrooms
from a variety of sociometric backgrounds, and included 259
grade one students, 143 grade two students and 122 grade throo
students.
Two instruments were used in the study. The l~cDaniel -
Piers Young Children I s Self-Concept Scale (YCSCS) was usC!d to
identify the level of self-esteem of each student. The French
Immersion Classroom Processes Structured Obsarvation Form was
used to record classroom interaction between the teacher and
ii
students. The major statistical procedure used in the study
was correlational analysis.
The results of this study suggest that the me"'n self-
esteem :Jf students is dependent on the communicative potential
of classroom processes selected by the teacher. Processes
which allow for increased interaction and negotiation of
meaning with the teacher and the peer group provide more
opportunity for feedback from these significant others thus
enhancing student self-esteem.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. statement of purpose
The purpose of this study was to examine the self-
esteem of early French immersion students to discover how
it is related to the communicative potential of processes
observed in the classroom. The process characteristics of
teacher intents were r(!!ated to the basic tenets of the
communicative approach to second language teaching, and in
turn, related to the self-esteem of students.
1.2 significance at the stUdy
To date there has been very little in-depth Canadian
research on interaction processes in French immersion
classrooms (Tardif and Weber, 1987). According to carey
(1984), there are few studies that describe what actually
takes place in an immersion classroom and that document what
it is that teachers do in immersion programs.
Discovering variations in the manner in which teachers
deal with classroom processes and relating this to
differences in language learning patterns may suggest ways to
improve the teaching process in French immersion classes.
1.3 Rationale
The following is a presentation of the theoretical model
upon which this study is based.
Different classroom instructional schemes may be basad on
varying the nature of the interaction patterns of the teacher
and the peer group. The purpose of these interactions in
F!"ench immersion classrooms is to promote achievement in
subject matter and e'1hance second language development.
Feedback about SUbject matter and second language usage can
also modify the level of self-este,em of the student. The
amount of subj ect matter or language development which is
achieved will depend on both the task engagement of the
students, and the communicative potential of the classroom
processes structured by the teacher for such interactions.
"Communicative potential" is a construct which refers to the
theoretical level of communicativene:::s of a classroom based on
processes selected by the teacher for use in the classroom.
Figure One outlines the interrelationships bct·....een the
dependent and independent variables considered important to
the research. Second language learning is sacn to be a
Teacher/Peer
Feedback
Figura 1: Model of the Inter1\cUve Proeesses
InflUentling Self~lsteem
recursive process beginning with Teacher Structuring where the
teacher selec"Cs various classroom instructional procedures for
the purpose of promoting instructional goals. including
language achievement. The selection of these processes is a
major determinant of how much and what kind of teacher and
student interaction takes place in the classroom.
Communication between the teacher and stu(~'~nt or students
themselves is the mechanism through ~hich second language
learning takes place. The ideal tasks for students to be
engaged in are those which promote communication with the
teaCher or the peer group. Task engagement ~hich takes plncc
within these communicative structures provides for interaction
which affects second language achievement.
The Communicative Potential of the task has significant
effects on feedback. The more communicative a task is, the
mor.e opportunity there is for feedback about the communication
frol1l either the teacher or the peer group.
While the teacher's intents about the general nature of
classroom interaction are assumed to be tndicated by the
communicative potential of variou~ processes that may be
structured, the actual nature of task engagemr.,t can be
expected to va-ry from classroom to r:lassroom, depending on n
variety of other factors such as student characteristics,
teacher second language capability, training, experJ.ence.
Feedback about both second language attainment and task
engagement, received by the students from both the teachor and
from their peers, will in!orm the students about their
comprehension and use of language, and reinforce second
language learning. It will also directly influence the
direction of task engagement and future teacher structuring
decisions. Feedback will also influence the level of student
self-esteem. It is important to note that the same feedback
serves all four functions simultaneously.
1.3.1. Classroom c::o%lUllunication
communh::ation in the classroom can be described in two
ways. One way invalves communication between the teacher and
the student. The other way. student to student interaction is
based on peer relationships in the classroom. In French
immmersion classrooms, ccmmunication is the medium through
which language learning takes place. In fact, in the French
immersion classroom teacher-student or student-student
interaction has two explicit and coincidental purposes. These
are to engage students in on task .activities which will
lead to achievement both in subject matter and in the second
language. In this study, the focus was on defining
interactions that influence second language learning.
1.3.2 Task engagement
1.3.2.1. purpose
Task engagement refers to the time a student is actively
engaged in an academic task. Many empirical studies have
dOL:umented the relationship between time on task and student
achievement (Bloom, 1976; cooley and Leinhardt, 1980;
Harnischfeger and Wiley, 1976; Fisher, Berliner. Filby,
Mar1iave, Cah",.. , anti Dishaw, 1980; Rosen..:line and Berliner,
1987) .
The teacher's purpose in engaging students in on task
activities is to promote achievement of desired classroom
outcomes. The primary functions of teaching can be described
as the definition of the tasks to be required of the students,
and the structuring of the classroom to achieve engagement in
these tasks. The nature of the task is assumed to be related
to the outcomes that will be attained. It can be hypothesized
that the teacher's role is to regulate this task engagement,
but in an interactive process, engagement will be highl y
variable and in.fluenced by a number o,r factors, inclUding the
other students in the classroom.
1.3.2.2. Task engagement in immersion classrooms
In the immersion classroom, the nature of task
engagement extends to the use of the language. The goal is to
learn subject matter and achieve a level of "communic<ltive
competence" - the ability to use the linguistic system (of the
target language) effectively and appropriately (Richards. J.
and Rodgers, T., 1986).
Rivers (1967) states that students achieve facility in
using a language when their attention is focused on conveying
and receiving authentic messages (that is, messages that
contain information of interest to the speaker and listener in
a situation of importance to both). Rivers promotes an
interactive classroom where students learn to communicate by
listening to others, talking with others and by negotiating
meaning in II shared context. According to Rivers (19B7),
students begin to increase their knowledge of the language as
they communicate through the use of discussions, skits, joint
problem solving tasks, or dialogue journals. In real life
interactions, where expressing their real meaning is important
to them, students can use what they have learned at' the
language.
It follows from the theory of the communicative approach
that the ideal tasks in which immersion students should be
engaged are those which promote communication in the second
language. Interacting with significant others provides
students with the input necessary to begin the task of
comprehending the language. Participating in various
interactions gives students the opportunity to work at
producing the language. This idea can be generalized to
regUlar English classrooms where a similar though less
explicitly stated language goal exists. In general, it would
be expected, given the relationship between task engagement
and achievement, that the nature and amount of communication
taking place .:., the classroom Io'ill be positively related to
the level of attainment of language goals.
1.3.3. 'rho peer group and communication
While the teacher's role is to organize and direct the
learning pr0gess, peer group interaction may play an important
role in determining the nature of the language outcomes that
a.re possible.
It has been found that peer talk allolols students to
assume conversational roles rarely available to them in talk
with teachers (Cazden, 1986). With peers, children are more
likely to clarify or challenge ide~s through questions, to
offer suggestions, or to explain ideas to less informed others
(Foman and Cazden, 1985; Phillips, 1985) ... Duff (1986) noted
that "teacherless tasks" such as problem':'solving tasks and
debates, generate more turn-taking, more questions, and a
generally higher leval of verbal and logical reasoning in the
second language than when the teacher lea ....s the discllssion.
Long and Porter (1985) state that because of the
negotiation possible in group activities and the possibility
of increased comprehensible input group work is preferable to
the te:::",cher-led "lockstep" made af instruction (p.207).
Porter (1986) found that learners talk significantly more
to other learners than to the teacher when given the
opportunity. students conversing with other students use the
same interactional devices as native speakers to increase
comprehensibility and they get more practise prompting when
talking with ather learners. Parter points out that in her
data only three per cent of miscorrections and error
incorporations were made by students. However, many
researchers remain concerned that students who are left to
communicate freely without the benefit of accurate feedback
from the teacher are acquiring less than proficient l:'\nguage
skills (Pawley, 1985; Hammerly, 1989).
swain (1985) discovered that while the sociocultural
rules of appropriateness can only be ;.earned from a teacher or
a native speaker, opportunities to engage in two way,
negotiated meaning exchanges in the classrOOm can be increased
by interacting with peers. swain states that immersion
students are not given enough .,pportunities to use the target
language in the classroom. Left as listeners students can very
easily comprehend input but they are not likely to
syntactically analyze what has been said since there is little
if any pressure on them to negotiatl;! meaning to produce
language.
Interacting with peers provides the student with u
different social context in which to communicate meaning. The
content of messages sent to peers will be diffarent
affectively from that with the teacher. The peer group
actually broadens the scope of language usage, and therefore
the scope of reinforcement and feedback.
with the communicative approach the language learning
process can be controlled by the student as contrasted by
direct teacher control. Teacher-centered classrooms, where the
teacher initiates interactions and controls their direction
would be less communicative than a student-centered classroom
where students retain some control over the process and the
right to initiate messages with other students. It may be
noted that feedback in these two typ~s of classrooms would be
affected by who initiated the message.
1.3 .... Classroom communication and reinforcement
Reinforcement from significant others satisfies
student belonging and esteem needs (Maslow, 1962). In the
classroom t:his reinforcement is provided through social
interaction with both the teacher and with other students.
Students: who engage in on task activities seek
reinforcement or feedback from significant others for their
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behavior. students are actually seeking feedback about
whatever it is they are doing. Tht! more communication which
takes place the more feedback there will be from signific~t'~
others. This is linked to task behavior in the classroom. If
positive reinforcement and feedback is provided for
inappropriate behavior, such as incorrect language use, it may.
be expected that inappropriate language will be learned. The
reinrorcement from significant others also enhances self-
esteem (Shaw, 1983). Reinforcement or feedback about the
communication which takes place in the classroom has the
ability to enhance or depreciate esteem levels. It may be
seen, then, that self-esteem serves as a gauge of the level of
positive reinforcement and feedback available to students. If
this is positively related to classroom processes thought, in
turn, to be related to language lear~ing, then control by the
teacher of the actual reinforcement patterns should optimize
second language learning.
One source of reinforcement in the classroom is the
teacher, who reinforces the stUdent for engagement in on task
activities and for achievement. The purpose of this
reinforcement is to maintain task engagement Which in turn
affects achievement. The same feedback about achievement and
task engagemel1;t ....ill influence student feelings of self worth,
that is, self-esteem.
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The classroom peer group is another source of
reinforcement available to the student. Reinforcement by pecrs
will occur in the course of the peer interactions which hilppon
in the classroom. peer reinforcement can be about student task
engagement and achievement, but it can also be abollt othC!r
extraneous matters not related to eithElr. In this way, student
self-esteem can be supported by peers .... ithout supporting the
learning goals of the teacher. Furthermore, there is no
guarantee that student feedback will be accurate, evon when
directed toward achievement and task engagement.
Feedback from the teacher is more likely to be about
subject matter and language use. This corrective feedback,
",hile having important results for language learni ng milY be
viewed as negative by students. Feed.back provided by the peer
group "'ill likely be less directive but not promote correct
language use. It may appear to follow students to be positive
feedback; however, it could have very negative effects on the
language learning goals of the immersion experience. As peer
reinforcement can serve as an alternative to teacher
reinforcement, control of peer interaction by the teacher
becomes very important.
In a classroom which is highlY dominated by teacher-
student interaction the sel f-esteem of the student m11Y be
dependent more on reinforcement from the teacher than from
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students. Feedback from the teacher about communication will
affect the self-esteem of the student. In classrooms which
have higher levels of peer interaction. feedback from peers
about the communication taking place will be more likely to
influence self·esteem. It may be hypothesized that the self-
esteem of students will, therefore, be dependent on
communication with the teacher or the peer group, depending on
how the classroom is structured.
In '!"".h~ French immersion classroom language learning
takes place through the communication which occurs between the
teacher and the students. students seek reinforcement about
this communication from significant others. The amount of
communication which occurs is like a gauge that indicates the
feedback levels a student receives. Higher levels of
communication should result in higher levels of feedback and
visa versa. It is this feedback, Yhich ii\ turn, influences th~
self-esteem of the student.
1.3. S. Self-concept/self-esteem
Early research into self-perception often confused the
terms self-concept and self-esteem. From a review of the
literature Shavelson (1976) concluded that both terms are
often considered to mean the same thing. Various other
researchers have attempted to clarify the notion of self-
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concept and self-esteem. Since this study examines the
relationship of self-esteem to the communicative potential of
French immersion students it is necessary to distinguish
between both terms.
Beane and Lipka (1980) have described self-perception
as having three dimensions: sel f-concept, sel f-esteem, and
values. According to Beane et a1. (1980):
Self-concept refers to the description we hold of
ourselves based on the roles we play and personal
attributes we believe we possess. Self-esteem
refers to the level of satisfaction we attach to
that description or parts of it. Self-esteem
decisions, in turn, are made on tha basis of what
is important to us more, specifically. our values.
(p.84)
For Beane and Lipka, the sign~ficant others in one's
environment are important to the development of self-esteem.
self-perception becomes an interaction of self-concept (roles)
and self-esteem (feelingsl, both of which are influenced
by feedback from significant others.
In a more recent work, Hamachek (1985) presented a clear
delineation of self-concept anci self-esteem - the major
elements in the development of self:
"Whereas self-concept is an indicator of what
people think about themselves (the cognitive
component of the self), self-esteem is a
barometer of how people feel about themselves {the
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affective component of the self). Self-esteem is a
reEl.ection of how one evaluates the self... an
emotional filter through which people see
themselves and, inevitably, see others .•. a
reflection of the self· concept for which it
speaks... Self-concept and self-esteem are
mutally reinforcing and highly interactive. It
(p.137)
From a review of the literature on self-coilcept and self-
esteem it appears that self-concept is the more general term
including self-esteem with it (Coopersmith, 1967; Fleming and
Courtney, 1984; lJamachek, 1985; L'ecuyer, 1981: Shavelson et
al.,1976; Silvernail,19B1).
1.3.6. The peer group and self-esteem
The effect on an individual's self-concept and self-
esteem by the peer group has been we~l documented (for reviews
see, Campbell, 1964; Ide, Parkerson, Haertal and Walberg,
1981) .
According to Maslow (1962) students will dttempt to
socialize with their peers to satisfy their esteem needs. As
early as 1952 Silverberg identified two elements important to
the development of a child' 5 self-esteem. He referred to the
child's reaction to his/her behavior as the internal source
while the chil'.l's perception of other's responses to his/her
behavior became known as the external source.
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social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) suggests that,
when comparing their own performance to other students in
the clas~room, students will use the in!or1llation concerning
peers most like themselves in forming expectations about their
ability.
suls and Sanders (1979) believe the peer qrollp
increases in importance in primary school. They state this
is due to the tact that children are able to determine their
potential achievement by comparing their performance in the
classroom with that of their peers.
A study by Fahey and Phillips (1981) concluded that
children 1 S self estimates of the positive and negative
aspects of their concepts are inf~uenced by cOllparisions
with other children in school accompliShments. In fact,
children are known to take an interest in inforlllation
p"rtinent to the way they compare to their peers and arc
troubled by failure (Ruble at aI, 1976).
Hallinan (1982) notes that "peers represent
strong socializing agents that shape the academic
attitudes, values, and behaviors of b. student" (p.285). By
four or five years of age, we turn more and more towards our
peers for attention, approval, and affection (Hartup,
1970).
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since "much of what a person chooses to do, and the
manner in which he does it, is preL:umed to be dependent
upon his selt-esteem", (Wells and Harwell,1976 p.60) it
seems natural to assume that for early immersion students,
the way they feel about thelllselves will affect the
quality and quantity of their interactions with teachers
and peers, and therefore their usage ot the second language
with both significant others.
1.3.7. Peer interaction and achievement
Research has documented that the quality and quantity of
peer relationships does affect school achievement (Damico,
1976; Ide, et a1., 1981: Putallaz, Whie and Shipman, 1985). In
his book The Adolescent society, C?leman (1961) refers to
several studies which acknowledge the influence of the peer
group on school achievement. Green, Forehand, Beck and Vosk
(1980) found high achievem.<!nt scores to be correlated vith
peer acceptence and positive peer interactions.
1.3.8. SUmJQary
Language learning to!lkes place through the communication
which occurs in the classroom. The language learner receives
feedback about this communication from the teacher or fellow
students. The more interaction which takes place the more
17
opportunity there is for feedback. Student self-esteem is
influenced by feedback and in this case it is feedback about
the communication taking place. Communicat.ion, which enables
students to interact with significant others and receive
feedback about what is being communicated, is an important
factor in enhancing self-esteem.
A teacher can increase the level of communication which
takes place in the classroom based on the amount of student
interaction orqanized into the experience of the children.
Peer interaction maximizes this. It may be hypothesized that
the self-esteem of students will be higher in classrooms with
more peer interaction because of the opportunity for more
feedback from these significant others.
1.3.9. Hypotheses
1. There will be a positive correlation be.tween the
communicative potential of a classroom and the mean scI f-
esteElm of classrooms.
2. 'I'here will be a negative correlation betweC!n the
teacher-centeredness of a classroom and the mean stUdent sclf-
esteem of the classroom.
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1.3.10. Definitions
Self-Esteem: the affective element of self-concept
measured by the McDaniel-Piers Young Children's Self-Concept
Scale.
Task Engagement: the involvement of students in behaviors
of immediate ooncern in the classroom.
Communicative Potential: the theoretical level of
communicativeness of a classroom based on its observed
structures.
Teacher-centeredness: The level of teacher dominance over
classroom interactions as defined by ;he ratio of all teacher
initiated verbal interaction with students to all student
initiated verbal interaction with other students.
1.3.11. Limitations of the stud.y
1. It may be hypothesized that the relationships
presented in this study may differ for each grade level
surveyed because of factors such as the social development of
the students, increasing second language development, and
differences in curriculum. There was however, no direct
evidence that this might be tht! case.
19
CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITEM-TURE
This chapter reviews the literature relevant to the
relationship between self-esteem, the learning process and
outcomes. First, the communicative approach to second language
learning is examined. Second, task engagement and its
relationship to achievement and with peers is reviewed. Third,
the theoretical background of sel f-estcem and Gcl f-concept
formation is presented. Fourth, peer involvement in the
classroom is discussed.
2.1 The communicative approach to second language loarning
In recent years the pedagogy of language teaching and
learning has changed. During the early eighties educators
began to realize that traditional forms of teacher - student
interaction and text analytic approaches to second language
learning were failing to socialize learners into the natural
verbal patterns of thought and behavior required of the new
language and culture (Kramsch, 1987).
Studies began to suggest that the language development
of children was largely an interactive process relying on
not only specific cognitive and linguistic mechanisms but
20
also the active participation of the learner in a
linguistic environm\lnt which is sensitive to the learner's
communicative needs (Fantini, 1976; Fillmore, 1976; Genishi,
1976; and cummins, 1979).
The communicative approach to second language learning
began with the discovery that students were unable to transfer
their knowledge of the second language outside of the
classroom. Efforts were made to make communication as natural
as possible involving the learner in realistic and meaningful
communicative activities. The goal of language learning was to
develope "communicative competence" - the ability to use the
linguistic system effectively and appropriately (Richards, J.
and Rodgers, T., 1986) .
"communicative competence II refers to having a knowledge
of sociolinguistic rUles, of the appropriateness of an
utterance in addition to knowledge of grammar rUles (Hymes,
1971). It deals with social interaction by focusing on real
speaker-listeners Who interpret, express, and negotiate
meaning in many different settings. The term applies to
oral and written communication in both academic and
non-academic settings and it has come to mean the ability to
negotiate meaning; that is to successfully combine a
knOWledge of linguistic, sociolinguistic, and discourse rules
in communicative interactions (Savignon, 1972; 1983).
21
Negotiation of meaning pertains to "the process of spoken
interaction between a native speaker and a nonnative speaker
whereby the meaning of an unclear or misunderstood word or
phrase is clarified to the satifaction of both parties"
(Young, 1984 p.l). Rulon and McCreary (1986) have extended
this definition to include interaction between two nonnative
speakers.
In an investigation of the discourse of nonnative
speakers, varonis and Gass (1985) found that there was more
negotiation of meaning when both learners were nonnative
speakers. They argued that through negotiation learners were
able to deal with a greater quantity of comprehensible input.
From their study of input in nom~ative speakers discourse
Varonis and Gass (l98S) developed a model for the negotiation
of meaning.
"The model has four primes: (1) a trigger (T) I
which stimulates or invokes incomplete
understanding on the part of the hearer; (2) an
indicator (I) I which is the hearer's signal that
understanding has not been complete; (3) a response
(R), which is the original speaker's attempt to
clear up the unaccepted input (this is often
referred to as repair); and (4) a reaction to the
response (RR), an optimal element that signals
either the hearer's acceptance or continued
difficUlty with the speaker's repair." (p.lSl)
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According to Varonis and Gass (1985) negotiation is a
posl~ive variable 1n interaction because it" permits learners
to manipulate input. By manipulating input conversations may
be carried on with little confusion while in the process
allowing nonnative speakers the opportunity to work with the
input. Furthermore, it is possible that this manipulation
could also occur in interactions with peers.
Long (1983) found that when given the opportunity to
negotiate new input native speakers and nonnative speakers
modified not only their language through simplified
vocabulary, slower rate of speech, and less complex utterances
but also through the interactional patterns of their
conversations by asking more questions to clarify what was
said. Interactional modi fications ~hich help to make the
conversation more comprehensible for the learner are those
devices which prevent communication breakdowns and maintain
conversation. The devices include confirmation checks,
comprehension checks, clarification requests, repetitions,
expansions and questions (Porter 1986). Long believes that
modified interaction leads to greater amount of
comprehensible input which in turn leads to greater
acquisition. Comprehensible input refers to the language that
the learner is exposed to and can understand (Porter, 1986).
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According to SlJain (1986} immersion students have little
opportunity to engage in two-way, negotiated meaning exchanges
in the classroolll. In an earlier work, she proposed the
"comprehensible output hypothesis" stating that learners
should be provided with opportunities to produce the new forms
they are exposed to in the input (swain, 1983). Swain states
that "negotiation of meaning needs to incorporate the notion
of being pushed towards the delivery of a message that is not
only conveyed but that is conveyed precisely, coherently and
appropriately" (p.248). swain (1985) argues that
comprehensible output plays an important role in languago
acquisition independent of comprehensible input. Its function
is to "provide opportunites for contextuallzed meaningfUl use,
to test out hypotheses about the target language, and to move
the learner from a purely semantic an~lysis of the language to
a syntactic analysis of it" (p. 252).
Rivers (1987) promotes an interactive clas!'room where
students learn to communicate by listening to others, talking
with others and by negotiating Deaning in a shared context.
Interactive language teaching, si!lys Rivers, stresses learning
through mutual participation. usually in small groups.
Many studies have examined the effects of language
learning in teacher-fronted classrooms as opposed to those
classrooms wbere small group activities are prevalent (Long.
2'
A.dams, McLean and Castanos, 1916; Pica and Doughty, 1984).
Teacher-fronted activity refers to "interaction controlled and
directed by the teacher ... small group activity occurs when
no teacher is present and no designated member of the group is
responsible for the control or direction of interaction taking
place" (Rulon and McCreary, 1986 p. 182).
According to Rulon and Mccreary (1986) one advantage of
small groups is that the more congenial surroundings allows
students the opportunity to negotiate the language they hear
without the stress often experienced in teacher-fronted
clc.ssroonls. In their study of nonnative speakers, Rulon and
McCreary found that when students were in a group situation
where they were asked to complete a contextualized, two-way
task, there was greater negotiation. of content than in the
teacher-led discussion. A one way task consists of an
interaction which involves the giving of information from only
one participant to the other whereas, a two way task involves
exchanges of information - that is, exchanges in which both
participants have information which must be shared in order to
complete a given task (Gass and Varonis 1985, p. 149) It was
suggested that working in small groups after the completion of
listening and or reading comprehension passages may promote
interaction which aids comprehension and enhances second
language learning.
2.
Pica and Doughty (1985) studied tho input and
interactional features of teacher-fronted and group versions
ot decision-making communicative activities in low-
intermediate level English as a Second Language classes. They
found that individual students appeared to have more
opportunities to use the target language in groups than in
teacher-fronted activities by either taking Utore turns or
prOducing more samples of their interlanguage. According to
Plca and Doughty the only obvious advantage to the studant
engaged in a peer group task is the opportun! ty for more
target language practise time than is available in teacher-
directed activities.
Porter (1986) states that while learners cannot provide
each other with the accurate grammat~cal and soclolinguistic
input that native speakers can, learners can offer each other
genuine communication practise, inclUding, the negotiations
for meaning that may aid second language acquisition. She
proposed that as long as learners can get accurate native
speaker models outside the classroom, cOlllmunicating with peers
in the classroom has its advantages. While learners provided
ungrammatical input to each other, their input included at
least two interactional features, repairs and prompts which
are considered significant in second language acquisition. Tho
study found that learners got more input and better quality
input from advanced learners than from intermediates. Thus for
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quality and quantity of input interacting with a higher-level
partner appears more advantageous.
One major criticism of the communicative approach is that
the quality of immerRi.,n students' spoken French is
unacceptable (Hammerly, 1982). Of the four skills; speaking,
writing, listening and reading, speaking French was shown to
be the weakest of the these skills in tests administered to
immersion students ('Pawley, 1985) .
In April 1987 a three-volume report, Development of
Bilingual Proficiency (the DBP report) found that providing
students with "comprehensible input" was not sufficient for
language learning. The report suggested encouraging mare talk
among learners. Hammerly (1989) ques~ioned how students with
more incorrect language would improve spoken French. He
suggested that it would be more beneficial to promote
comprehensible output, that is "accurate output" managed by
the teach'Jr.
The fundamental principles of the communicative approach to
second language learning have been summed up in a review of
the literature (Calve, 19821 Duplantie, 19821 Knop, 19801
Terrell, 1980). They are as follows:
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"1. Language learning is regarded as more
effective \<Ihen students use the language for a
purpose.
2. In communicative activities the focus is on
the use of language for communication rather
than on the study of rules and structures.
3. A communicative approach takes inte- account
the learner's language needs, abilities and
interests. communication must be ""'alistic and
meaningfUl to the student.
4. Student comprehension is a pl'irn0::y
consideration in communicative activities I it
precedes production and exceeds it as \<Iell.
5. Students must initiate as well as respor.d in
communicative activities.
6. Communicative activities are centered upon a
theme.
7. Students must be provided with sufficient
vocabulary to cope with each activity.
8. In communicative activities the focus is on the
messages given and received rather than on the
linguistic forms.
9. In communicative activities the direct
correction of speech errors is not effective and
can be harmful to student progress." (Department
of Education, Government of Newfoundland and
Labrador, 1985).
communicative language teaching requires learners to be
involved in the interactive process of communication.
According to savignon (1983) the purpose of the communicative
approach is to prepare the learner for systematic
interaction with the second language community. Students
are given the opportunity to experience interactions in the
target language in as natural a setting as possible.
2B
communicative activities involving both teacher and peers
constitutes an integral part of the communicative classroom.
2.2 Task engagement
Learning is the result of t':le interaction of many
variables. One of these variables is the time a studt'llt is
actively engaged in an academic task. Turpin (1981) defines
"on tazk" as any action which pertains to the task or activity
intended by the teacher to be of immediate concern to the
child. The time a stUdent is engaged in on task activities is'
dependent on several factors such as; student interest,
attention span, academic ability, and teacher direction and
control.
review of the literature student time on
task demonstrates that time on task is positively
related to achievement ( stallings, 1980; Graden, Thurlow,&
'isseldyke, 1982); that relatively little absolute time in the
school day is engaged in academics (Hall, Greenwood and
Delquadri, 1980; Rosenshine, 1980); and that the percentage
of time on task varies considerably across classrooms and
across individual students within classroollls (Xarweit and
Slavin, 19811 Fisher, Berliner, Fe1by, Marliave, Cohen
and Dishaw, 1980).
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While .studies on time: usage in schools have been
conducted since the early nineteenth century it was actually
John Carroll (1963) who laid the foundation for much of the
more recent research. According to Carroll, learning is a
function of two factors; (1), the time actually spent, which
is dependent student perseverance and opportunity
provided to learn; and (2), the time .needed, which is
dependent upon aptitude, ability to understand
instructions, and quality of instructions. For Carroll,
learning is a function of time.
Expanding on Carroll's theory, Benjamin Bloom (1968)
focused on the importance of a student I s prior learning and
the quality of the instruction. According to Bloom,
students are incapable of doing we,ll unless they have spent
sufficient time mastering the tasks that preceded the
lesson and are given quality instruction which maximizes
learning time.
Wiley and Harnischfeger (1974) adopted a theoretical
model which predicated that achievement is largely determined
by two variables, (1) the total time needed by a pupil to
learn a task; and (2), the total time a pupil actiVely spends
on a given learning task. These two variables
influenced by pupil characteristics, pupil attendance,
teacher characteristics, instructional quality and planned
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curriculum. This model emphasized that teachers directly
influence the time students are exposed to academic work and
their total needed learning time.
The Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (the BTES) was
a ten year project carried out in Californta to identify
general teacher competencies and evaluate teacher education
progr...ms (Borg, 1980). One phase of the study concentrated
on academic learning time (ALT) which Fisher, Marliave and
Pilby (1979) defined as lithe time which a student spends
engaged in academically relevant material which is of a
moderate level of difficulty" (p. 52). It was discovered that
students who were able to successfully complete their work
more likely to stay on task than those experiencing
failure and that the proportion ?f time that tasks were
performed with high positively associated
with student learning. The general findings were that the
more academic learning time a student acquired, the more
learning occurred. It was suggested that during elementary
school years at least 70\ of the tasks assigned to students
should be of the kind that can be completely successfully
(Dyreson, 1980; Rosenshine, 1980).
Several other studi es have demonstrated a relationship
between time and achievement. Cobb (1972) identified
posi tivc relationships between achievement and four
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task-related classroom behaviors, including attending. In
this stUdy of fourth grade students several significant
negative relationships with achievement were found for
non-task related behaviors such as non-attending.
In their observation of 108 first graders and 58 third
grade students Stallings and Kaskowitz (1974) found
correlations ranging from .3 to .6 between engaged time in
reading and math and achievement. pupils were considered
on task only when they were clearly working on math or
reading.
Research by Fisher, et a1. (1978) identified a
significant positive relationship between achievement and
student engagement in the classroom. ~imilar results have been
reported by So.>l1 and Devine (1976) and Lahaderne (1969).
Karweit (19b4) stated that time is a necessary, but
not SUfficient, condition for learning. Most stud!.p-s
reviewed by Karweit showed a positive association between
time and learning. However, it was concluded that providing
time docs not, in itself, ensure that learning will take
place. More time may result in more learning if a lack of
adequate time was the major cause of the problem in tho
first place. Many of the studies found a statistically
significant effect of engaged time on learning.
J2
In reviewing studies of the way time is used in
schools Karweit (1984) found that:
"-Only about half the time in the school day is
ordinarily used for instruction.
-There are great differences in the amounts of
time students are exposed to learning activities.
-Time allocations differ marKedly among
classrooms.
-Many factors determine how time is used in
school. In general, research studies show a
positive· association between time and learning,
but differences in achievement are not
consistently explained by differences in the amount
of instructional time. In many stUdies, the
proportion of variance in achievement uniquely
attributable to time varies from I to 15 percent.
-other factors that co-vary with time, such as
classroom activities and student engagement, may be
the real cause of the higher achievement found in
research studies.
-Variations in the way a\lailable time is
us ad cannot be comp] etely controlled.
-Findings of studies conducted with the present
school day and year may not apply to a longer day
or year(p.34).
Interactive on task behaviors such as discussions,
asking and answering questions and reading aloud are
considered important for learning. Stallings (1980) found
these behaviors to be positively correlated with
achievement, whereas off task behaviors correlated negatively
with achievement. Graden (1983(b» reported that providing
opportunities for interactive on task behavior for students
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increased academic engaged time which leads to increased
student achievement.
Gettinger (1985) investigated the extent to which
spending or allocating less time than needecl for learning
affects overall achievement and retention of school-related
material. Her results indicate that spending nnd/or
allocating insufficient learning time have a direct negative
effect on achievement. Both the degree of initial learning
and one-week retention dropped significantly when children
spent or were given fewer trials than needed to learn the
experimental task. The findings confirm the importance of
these two time variables as determinants of school learning.
Kelly and Bushell, Jr. (1987) .studied teacher contacts
made during on-task behavior, and teacher contacts
contingent on students· hand-raising behavior. The
principle finding of their study was that teacher contilcts
made during on task behavior increased, the average. amount
of work completed during the session, and increased the time
the pupils spent on task. When the teacher reinforced the
incompatible behavior of hand raising, the pupils did less
work than when reinforced for their <)ctual working (on-tllskJ
behavior. The significance of this finding lies in the
fact that most teachers encourage stUdents to raise their
hands in class and may often call only 011 students whose
J4
hands are raised. Kelly and Bushell suggest giving pupils
open-ended (nq stop-point specified) in-class assignments,
allowing them to ....ork. at their own speed in the allotted
tim~, and spot checking their ....ork as it is in progress.
2.2.1. Task engagement and peer interaction
McKinney et a1. (1975) concluded that students who
were attentive in class and who engaged in task-related
interactions with peers were more likely to succeed
academically than those children who exhibited
non-attending behavior.
Baker (1976) saw a benefit in having students teach each
other. He felt that langu.age use. would increase because
students are less embarrassed about making mistakes .... ith each
other than in front of the teacher.
In summarizing the results of the Beginning
Teacher Evaluation study Rosenshine (1981) stated that
substantive interaction is related to higher
engagement. Substantive interaction (Le. questions,
answers, feedback, and explanations) during group work
correlated bath .... ith higher overall engagement and
higher engagement during seatwork, suggesting that the
l5
practice and corrections during group work led to
engagement during seatwork.
One limitation of the BTES model was its failure to
address the "effect of peer influences th,
learning process" (Romberg, 1982 p.91). According to
Romberg, peer influences can include task-related interaction
among studants in the classroom. During individual work at
their desks, students are capable of interacting with each
other and influencing each other's learning. In group
settings, students learn from fellow classmates. Romberg
stated that students sometimes understand each other's
explanations better than they understand the teacher's
explanations and they learn by explaining to other students.
Based on this information, Webb (1982) felt that an
examination of task-related interac. ons among students would
help in solving the problem of how to increase substantive
interaction in the classroom.
Nerenz and Knop (1982) found that while divided into
small groups, students spoke four times as much as teachers
and eight times as much when divided into pairs, but
slightly less than teachers in large groups.
Using the results of the BTES stUdy Lieberman (1982)
looked at learning in various classroom environments. She
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.found evidence that in classrooms ',/hore students work.ed
together there was greater on-task behavior.
wah (1986) supports the contention that the Illore
tille students are engaged in the learning process, the
better the learning will be. He states that it is imperative
that teachers provide
students to speak.
optimull amount of time for
His article lists 20 different
proposals for increasing student talk time in the classroom.
One of these techniques is having students work in pairs or
small groups.
In a unique study, Anne Dyson (1987) analyzed
the spontaneous, unsanctioned talk of primary children
during story writing and found •during this IItime oft'
task ll that children accoJlplished intellectual tasks thought
to be "over their heads ll • cooperatively, the students
extended story boundaries, critiqued the logic of texts,
and reflected on others' co.ments ot their efforts. These
tasks were pursued unintentionallY as the children interacted
socially in what would normally be considered 1I0tt' task"
behaviors. Furthermore, these interactions revealed a desire
by the students to be competent, special and distinctive
members of the group, worthy of esteem.
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While the preceding discussion focused mainly on task
engagement in regular English speaking classroollls, the
parallel with the proposals made for communicative second
language learning is apparent. The communicative cla5s~oom can
be studied according to more general learning models.
2.3. self-esteem
Self-esteem has been the focus of several major
empirical studies (Coopersmith, 1967; Rosenberg, 1965;
Rosenberg and Simmons, 1971). Many researchers have explored
self-esteem under other headings, including "self love, self
confidence, self respect, self acceptance (or rejection), self
satisfaction, self evaluation, self appraisal, self worth,
sense of adequacy or personal effic~cy, sense of competence,
self-ideal congruence, ego or ego strength" (Wells and
Harwell, 1976,p.7).
As early as 1880 researchers were exploring the concept
of self-esteem. William James (1890) introduced the 1-111)
dichotomy of self. He included feelings, evaluations and
attitudes in his conceptualization of the objective Me. For
James, seH-esteem equalled self-feeling and self-regard.
cooley' s (1902) looking-glass sel f which focused on
sUbjectively interpreted feedback from others included the
notion of self-feelJ.nq. Head (1934) further developed Cooley'~
J.
theory by expanding on James' social self. "The self, as that
which can be an object to itself, is essentially a social
structure, and arises in social experience" (p.140). Mead,
like cooley, concentrated on the effects of self-evaluation
and self-realization.
other theorists have specifically addressed self-
conception and self-esteem. Adler (1927), Horney (1950), and
Sullivan (1953), influenced by Fre'\dian psychoanalysis,
stressed social-cultural situations and interpersonal
relationships as significant in the development of self-as-
object. The self was viewed as a reflexive structure similar
to the idea of self-esteem.
The 1940's and 1950's saw an att,empt by psychologists to
differentiate between the ego and the self. The tenn
"proprium" - an aggregate of ego and self constructs, was
introduced by Allport (1955). The proprium consisted of
awareness of self and striving activity, self-esteem being one
of its aspects. Symonds (1951) ondeavored to delineate between
ego and self. He stated that the ego functions more
eff"'-::tively when the self is confident and held in high
regard. Symonds included need satisfaction and the experience
of success in describing the development of self-esteem.
J9
Maslow's (1954) theory of self-actualization - the need
for people to become all that they can be - requires gelf-
esteem as a precondition. According to Haslow, self-esteem
theory consists of .astery experiences and c~ntidence in one' s
ability. Jourard's (1957) theory of self-esteem related self-
feeling to the process of identification with an ego-ideal.
Frail a clinical point of vie"" Rogers (l951) vie''''ed the
dual role of selt - self as object and self as process - with
his "client-centered therapy". According to Rogers,
individuals possess a need for positive regard trom others,and
a need for positive self-regard which is synonomoul'l with 50lf-
esteem.
Rosenberg (1965) defined self-,:steem as "a positive or
negative attitude towards a particular object, namely the
self" (p.JO). Coopersmith (1967) viewed self-esteem as the
attitude towards oneselt, or feelings of self worth.
Reasoner (1982) defines self-esteelll as the sense of self-
respect, confidence, identity and purpose found in an
individual. According to Reasoner, individuals with high sclt-
esteem possess a high degree of acceptance of self and others.
They are cognizant of their own specific strengths and skills
as well as those of others and they feel secure in thoir
environment and in social rolationships. Individuals with hiqh
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self-esteem are goal-oriented, motivated by a desire to
accolllpl ish their goals.
Kostelnik, Stein and Whiren (1988) list adult domination
of verbal interaction as one of the characteristics of a
negative verbal environment thought to be detrimental to the
development of a child's se~f-estee.. positive verbal
enviroments, on the other hand, where children are encouraged
to talk to adults and their peers, where adults listen
attenl:ively and consider the affective impact of their words
are thought to enhance a child's self-perceptions of
cOlnpetence and \oIorth. 1\,ccording to Kostelnik et ai... (1988)
children who ara constantly e)Cp~sed to a negative verbal
environment portray low self-esteem whereas, a positive verbal
environment created by positive inte;-actions with adults and
poers enhances self-awareness and self-worth.
Wells and Harwell (1976) state that "lIuch of what a
person chooses to do, and the manner in which he does it, is
presumed to be dependent upon his self-esteem" (p. 60). If
this is the case it may be hypothesized that the way students
feel about themselves will affect their interactions with
significant others in the immersion classroom.
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2.4. Se1f-concept
Over the years there have been numerous definitions of
self-concept. IHlliam James (1990) wrote an entire chapter
on lithe consciousness of s(!lf" in his boook The Principles
of Psychology. He considered ego to be the individual's sense
of identity. The self was viewed as including spiritual,
material. and social aspects.
Rogers (1951) provided the following definition of
self-concept:
liThe self-concept or self structure may be thought
of as an organized configuration of perceptions of
the self which are admissible to awareness. It is
composed of such elements as the perceptions of
one I s characteristics and abilities; the percepts
and concepts of the self in relation to others and
to the environment; the value qualities which are
perceived as associated with experiences and
objects; and goals and ideals which are perceived
as having positive or negative valence. II (p.136j
This definition consists of two aspects. First, there is
the actual percept of self. which is regardod
self-definition. Secondly, is the evaluative aspect and its
interpretation which is often unclear.
According to Allport (1937) the self includes bodily
sense, self-image, self-esteem, and identity as well as
thinking and knowing.
Shavelson (1976) defines sel f-concept as a person I 5
self-perception. He presented a multifaceted, hierarchial
lIIodel of self-concept.
Combs (1962) viewed self-concept as the beliefs an
individual holds about himself, his total vieW' of himself.
In other research, instruments have been produced in
which multiple facets of self-concept are distinctive and
identifiable JOusek and Flaherty, 1981: Fleming and Courtney,
1984; Marsh, Barnes, Cairns and Tidman, 1984, coopersmith,
19671 Purky, 1970).
There many theories of how selt-concept is
acquired (Cooley, 1902: Mead, 1934: Rogers, 1951;
SUllivan, 1947). Numerous authors have concluded that self-
concept and self-esteem are learned (Frymier, 1970; snyder,
1965; Shavelson, 1976). According to others, the process of
learning self-concept occurs through social interaction ar:d
group participation with significant others, a process that
begins very early and continues throughout a lifetime
(Coffm<ln, 19591 Webster and Soliceszak, 1976). The elements
involved in this process include the intervention of
significant others, such as parents, inCluding the teaching
of labels, praise or appropriate behavior and the modeling of
expected behavior (Mead, 1934; Brookover, 1965)
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Sel t-concept is acquired through group participation and
social interaction (Koller and Ritchie, 1978). Interaction
with significant others, either individually or in a group
can change self-concept (Staines, 1958). Shaw (1983) states
that both peer and teacher cOllmlents influence a student· 5
sel f-concept. The ettect that adul ts have on young children's
selt-perception is evidenced in the literature (Beane,
n· Al. 1980).
The role of signiticant others in the French immersion
classroom may, therefore, be an important tactor in the
development cit student self-concept. Baral (1983) recommended
that self-concept tormation be the focus of research in
bilingual school programs since self-concept is a result of
what happens in school.
It is important to consider the function of self-concept
in language learning since it may be suggested that a better
sAlf-concept increases the likelihood ot task engagement.
Children with post iva self-concepts arc more likely to be
lIotivated to engage in on task activities. Furthermore,
stUdent self-esteem reflects the nature of feedback about
various classroom activities.
2.5. self-esteem and peers
A study by Fahey and Phillips (1981) subscribes to
the idea that children's self estimates of the positive and
negative aspects of their self-concepts are influenced by
comparisons with other children in school accomplishments.
Children are known to take an interest in information
pertinent to the way they compare to) their peers and are
troubled by failure (Ruble et a!., 1976) According to
Nadien (1980) children acquire a sense of industry if they
are accepted and approved by their peers as well as their
teachers.
l<irchner and Vondracek (1975) studied 260 three to five
year oids in daycare centres and. found that peers were
identified by a significantly larger percentage of children as
sources of self-esteem than ~l(lre parents. They concluded that
such information challenged earlier theories on the importance
of the parent-child relationship in early childhood. In
replicatinq this study into the preceived sources of self-
esteem among young children, Fraser and Gurney (1988) found
that such identification was dependent on the intensity of the
terminology used. The words lIllke n and "lovell used in various
statc,ments yielded quite different results. Peers
identifie':l as the predominant source of self-esteem when
lllikc" was the key word while the importance of parents
increased with the use of the \oIord "love". According to Fraser
and Gurney (1988) the SUbjects interpreted these t\olO words as
having a situational connotation rather than a feeling
connotation. "Like" tended to be associated with school
oriented responses while "love" was associated with hOlle
responses. In conclusion, this study acknowledges that ....hile
parents are a major source of self-esteem for young children
the importance of the peer group must not be underestimated.
According to Beane and Lipka (1980) "self-esteem depends
upon the environmental context, inclUding significant others,
within which the individual operates on a voluntary or
compUlsory basis" (p. 5). Student self-esteem not only affects
the quality and quantity of interactions taking place but is
also affected by these interactions.
2.6. Self-perception and attributions for success
Locus of control refers to an individual's generalized
expectation that success or failure is due to internal or
external factors, whereas self-concept can be described as a
set of beliefs people have about themselves (Eberhart, 1984).
A positive self-concept and an internal locus of control are
generally viewed as desirable aspects of an individual's
development.
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The majority of research findings indicate that internal
locus of control and positive self-concept are positively
correlated (Diesterhaft and Gerken, 19B31 Hill, 19B6; Burns,
1979; Chandler, 1976). Some researchers feel that this
tendency only works for success (Marsh, Smith and Barnes,
19B3; Marsh, ReUch and smith, 1983). Individuals with a
positive self-concept attribute success to ability and effort.
Failure may be attributed to a lack of effort as individuals
with a positive self-concept would view more effort as having
postive results.
Ickes and Layden (1978) found similar relationships
between attributions, outcome and self-concept. It was
discovered that high self-concept SUbjects were more likely to
attribute success to internal causes, ,Whereas low self-concept
SUbjects were more likely to attribute pO:,itive outcomes to
external causes. For negative outcomes, high self-concept
SUbjects eit~er made external attributions or rated all causal
factors as unlikely, whereas low self-concept sUbj ects tended
to take responsibility for the negative outc01'les by
internalizing responsibility.
Fitch (1970) also reported that high self-esteem SUbjects
were more likely to attribute success to internal causes and
failure to external causes when the outcome was determined by
experimentally manipuilloting success and failure feedback.
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In a review of the literature on the relationship between
dimensions of self attribution and dimensions of self-concept
Marsh et. al. (1984) found that most authors agree that a
disposition to attribute success to internal causes will be
positively correlated with self-concept, though some might
contend that the relationship will be stronger for
success/abili ty attributions than for success/ failure. They
also seem to agree that the disposition to attribute failure
to ability will be negatively correlated with self-concept.
Many studies have found a postive correlation between
internal locus of control and achievement (Bar-Tal and Bar-
Xohar, 1977; Diesterhaft and Gerken, 1'383; Findley and Cooper,
1983; Moyer, 1980).
Keith, Pottebaum and Eberhart (1986) attempted to
determine the extent of the influence of self-concept and
locus of control on academic achievement. The results suggest
that locus of control has a meaningful impact on high school
seniors' achievement, that is, more internal students also
achieve at a higher level. They concluded that self-concept
had no meaningful effect on achievement. According to Keith
et. a1. a positive self-concept does seem to lead to a more
internal locus of control. Thus the "indirect" effect of self-
concept on achievement, through locus of control, should be
considered. The self-concept variable does show a moaningful
4.
relationship to locus of control and is itself influenced by
ather variables in the model.
Research over the past 30 years has yielded no definitive
results linking self-concept to achievement. The assumption
has been made that achievement is strongly related to self
regard (wylie, 1979). A meta analysis of research in this area
(Hansford and Hattie,1982) found only a small, positive
average correlation between the two constructs. Several recent
studies have suggested that there may be no causal.
relationship between general self-concept and academic
achievement, but that other variables may be causally
predominant over both self concept and achievement (Byrne,
1982; cals}'n, 1974; Maruyama, Ruben, and Kingsbury. 1986;
Pottebaum, Keith, and Ehly, 1986).
covington's (1984) self worth theory of achievement
motivation emphasizes ability perceptions as a dominate factor
in achievement behavior. One's sense of self worth and
adequacy is felt to be dependent on performance level, self-
estimates of ability and degree of effort expenditure. The
basic premise is that a sense at: selt: worth depends on one's
accornpl ishments. The causal relationship between performance
and worth implies that unless individuals can be successful at
some valued activity, they will be cut off from a major source
of salf-esteem. According to Covington, "the mere perception
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of high ability is tantamount to a positive self-identity in
school" (1984; p.9) Evidence suggests that a direct effort -:>
affect (worth) linkage dominates the self-esteem of preschool
and primary children. The immaturity of young childrens'
information-processing skills makes them perceive ability as
synonymous with effort. High rather that low effort is se·~n as
an indicator of ability. They believe that increases in effort
can actually cause increases in ability. According to Dweck
(1983) young children perceive ability as a process that is
infinitely expandable through instruction and experience.
Young children feal that by trying hard they are not only able
because of their effort but are also valued by others. Since
effort promotes ability children feel they can maxiraize
approval from adults by trying hard. This perception of
effort and ability as psycholog~cally equivalent has
significant effects on the sense of self worth of childrl:'n.
The self worth of students, then, is a function of the
feedback that they have received about their performance. It
is useful to note that this feedback can have at least two
sources in the classrooms, teachers and other students. Sel f-
worth is an outcome of classroom proceGs and can therefore
serve as a measure of feedback in the classroom. The feedback
which influences feelings of self worth will also influence
self-concept and attributions of succoss and failure. These
concepts will shape the stUdent's behavior within the
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structure set by the teacher, and this interaction will help
define the actual nature of task engagement by the student.
2.7. Peer involvem.ent in the classroom
The fundamental idea behind peer involvement in the
classroom is that many teacher-directed activities can be
accomplished to the same degree, and in some cases more
efficiently, by students themselves.
A review of the literature on children's relationships
with their peers reveals four basic areas of research. The
first states that interaction with peers has been found to;
(1) foster general intellectual and cognitive
developments (Rardin and Moan, 1~71) ; (2) enhance the
child's sense of emotional security (Schwartz, 1972); (3)
aid in the formation of healthy self-concepts and sex-role
identities (Fagot, 1977; Mannarino, 1978); (4) inhibit
aggressive behavior (Zahn-Waxler, Iannotti, and Chapman,
1982); and (5) enhance the development of social - cognitive
abilities (Damon and Miller, 1982). A second area suggests
that children who lack developmentally appropriate levels of
social skills are more likely to be rejected or ignored by
peers than children with developmentally appropriate skill
levels (Dodge, Coie, and Brakke, 1982, Kurdek and Krile,
1982, Ladd, 1981). A third line of research finds that during
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the elementary school years peer status is fairly stable (Coie
and Dodge, 1983) . Popular children remain relatively popular
while rejected children remain disliked. fourth
research area indicates that children rejected by peers are
significantly more at risk than their accepted counterparts
for psychological and social adjustment problems later
in life (Cowen, Pederson, Babigian, IZZQ, and Trost,
1973; Roff, Sells and Golden, 1972).
The social lives of children are contingent on
peer relationships (Hartup, 1983). Sociometric measures have
found poor peer relationships in childhood to be linked with
maladjustment problems such as delinquency and dropping out
of school (Roff, Sells and Golden, 197'2; Ullmann,1975).
Children rejected by peers during. the school years are
subsequently more likely to, (a) exhibit low achievement in
and drop out of school, (b) become delinqent, (c) abuse
alcohol and drugs, and (d) exhibit emotional disturbances and
pyschopatho1ogy (Burleson, 1986 and Ladd and Asher, 1985).
The significance of peer relationships in the classroom
appears evident as it is obvious that one I 5 peers can
influence self perception. It is felt that ;ecr relationships
guide the feelings and behavior of students (Kinch, 1963).
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2.7.1. Benefits ot peer interaction in the classroom
According to Gaies (198S), peer involvement in the second
language classroom has several pedagogical and socia-affective
advantages. First, from a pedagogical point of view students
who master material more slowly can get additional exposure
to material from a peer. Peer involvement also provides more
opportunities for communication in which the learner can "use"
the target language. This idea was further advanced by u~ng
and Porter (1985) who felt that group work increased the
quantity at language practice opportunities available to the
student. This tvpe of involvement with a peer provides a more
individualized approach to learning. Gales (1985) states that
students who find the classroom intimidating and competitive
often do well working with their ,Pelfcs. Furthermore, the
conventional classroom with its authoritative teacher often
thwarts ureal" communication making the language appear
inauthcmtic.
According to Long and Porter (1985), face i:o face
communication in small groups is a more natural setting for
conversation since students are not limited to producing
hurried, isolated sentences. Peer interaction provides an
environment wh:l.ch is "interactive, responsive, dependent on
supportive, encouraging human beings who believe the function
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of a message is far more important than the forn in which it
is sent" (Urzua, 1980, p. 43).
Froel a socia-affective perspective one of the most
significant benefits of peer interaction is the positive
effect it has on the participants' self-concept and self-
direction (Gaies, 19851. Interacting with peers often makes
a student less dependent on the teacher. The activities on
which many peer involvement programs are based allows
learners greater opportunity to discover how they
themselves learn best and how they can use the skills they
have already acquired.
Several researchers have discussed the value of peer
interaction in increasing motivation.(8each 1974; Littlejohn,
1982). Proficient peers are excellent tllrlJet-lllnguage role
models for learners. A beginning foreign language student
lIIay be motivated by a more proficient learner who has
experienced frustrations similar to those of the beginner.
The cognitive benefits of collaborative problem
solving during the elementary school years have been
documented extensively (Allen, 1973: Daise and Mugny, 1981;
Perret-Clermont, 1980: Skon, Johnson and Johnson, 1981).
Peer interaction can toster cognitive development by allowing
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children to acquire new skills and restructure their ideas
through discussion.
Empirical support for the cognitive value of
collaboration comes from a series of training studies by a
group of Genevan psychologists (Perret-clermont, 1980).
The results indicate that peer interaction enhances the
development of logical reasoning through a process of
active cognitive
conflict.
reorganization induced by cognitive
Vygotsky (1978) and Mead (1934) found collaborative
tasks to have more effective results. Collaboration gave
childre,' the opportunity to acquire cognitive skills while
solving problems interactively with ,adults and more capable
peers.
Forman and Cazden (1985) found that students
collaborating on a task solved many more problems than those
working by themselves and those who showed the most
cooperative interactions and used the most combinatorial
strategies also solved the most problems.
According to Azmitia (1987), having a partner
ir,crease the amount of time children work on a task. For
t.lxample, the presence of a partner can prevent children
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from giving up in a difficult situation. 'Tasks can be more
enjoyable with a partner. AZlIlitia, (1987), in studying the
r"lation between peer interaction and problem solving in
preschool children found that as early as the preschool years,
collaborathm can lead to greater learning than independent
work.
Although the relationship between collabor!ltion and
task engagement has not received much attention, Leuba
(1933) and Perlmutter, Behrend and Muller (1986) presented
suggestive evidence that the presence of a peer increased the
task engagement of four and five year olds relative to that of
a soliti!lry condition. Johnson, Johnson and Skon (1979)
have collected salf reports from elementary school
children that indicate that dya~s perceive a task as
less difficult than singles. However, there is some
question about the validity of self report measures (cantor,
1983) .
Greater involvement of peers in each other's learning
can provide a rich and productive supplement to the second or
foreign language classroom experience. Peer involvtllllent placeu
learners and teachers into new roles which can enrich the
total educational and social environment.
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Furtherr.:ore, there exists body of lit:erature
acknowledging the value of peer interaction in learning
a second language (Barrows Chesterfield Chesterfield, and
Chavez, 1982; Chesterfield, Barrows Chesterfield,
Hayes-Latimer, and Chavez, 1983; Filmore, 1976, 1982).
The significance of peer interaction in the classroom is
evident.
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CHAPTER J
PROCEDURES
The following chapter explains the sample,
instrumentation, and data analysis used in this study.
general summary of the procedures is outlined followed by a
description of the sample. The two instruments used in this
study are described in detail.
3.1 General overview
students in twenty three grades one, two, and three early
French immersion clas~rooms were administered a measure of
self-esteem in the period of the thi;-d week of April through
the third week of May. In addition, during the year an
observation form was used to record instructional processes
related to language acquisition in the process model of
learning. Data from these observations were used to generate
the independent variables of teacher-centeredness and
communicative potential. The data were analyzed by examining
the relationship which existed between self-esteem,
communicative potential and teacher-centeredness. This was
done by calculating mean self-esteem scores and developing
communicative potential and teacher-centeredncss scores for
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each class. These sco':"es were then correlated and examined
graphically to show relationships.
3.1..1. sampling
French Immersion programs exist in all ten provinces of
Canada. In Newfoundland, they began in 1975 "'hen the Port au
Port School Board at Cape st. George implemented an early
immersion program. since that date similar programs have been
in effect in various areas around the province - in st. John1s
(1977,1979,1981), in Gander (1978), in Labrador City (1981),
and in Corner Brook (1982). others have been started more
recently. At the time of this stud~' there were approximately
1200 students enrolled in early immersion education in
Newfoundland.
The sample for this stUdy included all grades one, two,
and three French immersion classrooms in Newfoundland
(exclUding those in Labrador City), whose teachers volunteered
to participate in the study. This yielded a total of twenty-
three classrooms from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds,
and included 259 grade one students, 143 grade two students,
and 122 grade three students in eleven grade one, six grade
two and six grade three classrooms. There were fewer grade two
and three classrooms because the immersion programs at several
schools had only recently been implemented and students had
"
not yet progressed through grades two and three. All students
in the study did have their initial immersion experience in
kindergarten.
Table 3.1: Characteristics of tbe sample
Grade Level (1) (2) (3) Total
Number of Classes 11 23
Smallest Class 10 11
Largest Class 29 J4 28
"
Median Class size 24 24 20.5 24
Total number of students 259 143 122 524
3.1..2. Instrum.entation
Two instruments were utilized in this study. The
McDaniel-Piers Young Children's Self-Concept Scale was used to
measure the level ot self-esteem for each student. The French
Immersion Classroom Processes Structured Observation Forti was
used to record classroom interactions between the teacher ilnu
students.
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3.1.2.1. McDaniel-piers Younq Children' s Sal! concept Beale
(ycses)
The McDaniel-piers Young Children's self-Concept Scale is
a downward e)(tension of the Piers Harris Children's Self-
Concept Scale (Piers, 1969). It is made up of forty
statements, applicable to young children, derived from the
original instrument. The instrument contains three subscales,
Feeling Self, school Self and Behaving Self. A total score
was calculated for use in the analysis that follows. In this
study answer sheets ware given to each of the students on
which they circled a lIyes" or "no tl response to statements read
aloud by the teacher.
According to Fleming and cour~ney (1984) "one of the
sel f-concept measures that seems to measure more of what we
called self-esteem I"~ the PierS-Harris Children's Self-concept
Scale" (p.407). A discussion of this scale is included here
because there is much more research on its reliab.l.lity and
validity than currently exists for the McDaniel-piers Young
Childrents Self-Concept Scale.
comparative studies of self-esteem scales have indicated
that the Piers-Harris is a highly reliable and generally valid
for assessing children's self-esteem (smith and
Rogers, 1978; Shavclson et aI., 1976; Wylie, 1974; Robinson
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and Shaver, 1973). Piers (19B4) reported test-retest
coefficients ranging frOD .34 to .13, which indicates a
moderate reliabil i ty.
In a study conducted on the Piers-Harris to detenlline
scale reliability, Wendler (19B4) found uniformly high KR-20
values ranging from .B1 to .94 in various subsamples of .ales
and females in primary and secondary school. The tota 1 sea I c
KR-20 reliabilities have been found to be satisfactory for the
McDaniel-Piers Young Children's self-Concept Scale. In a study
of grade twa chil.:lren McDaniel et a1. (1913) reported a KIl-20
coefficient of .BO for the total score, .60 for the subscalo
scores. In another study of grade two children, McDaniel, Billl
and Fortunato (191B) reported coefficients of .83.
Guiton and Zachery (1984) furnished the criterion
validity for the Piers-Harris in a ..tudy where the self-
concept of clinic samples was found to be significantly lower
than nonclinic samples when measured by the Piers-Harris. Some
evidence was found tar scale validity in the form of parent
ratings of child characteristics. This supports the use of the
total scare as a global measure of the chi ld's self-esteem.
validity has also been shown by McDaniel et al. (1978) .
When factoring tho scores of a combined group of grade ono and
two children, three factors relating to body image, behavior
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and adequacy and happiness were found. Ames and Lau (1978)
ci ted di ffere"nces between children with high self-concept and
low self-concept scores. High self-concept childnm attributed
success and failure to their own skill, whereas low self-
concept children accounted for success in terms of good luck
and failure to a lack of skill. The self-concept score was
also found to be related positively with parental concern for
education and negatively with conservative parental attitudes
toward school (MCDaniel et a1. 1978).
Wendler (1984) and Platten and Williams (1979) conducted
factor analyses of the pier~"'Harris and have cautioned against
interpreting subscale scores. It may also be that caution
should be exercised when interpreting the subscales of the
McDaniel-Piers Young Children's self,~Concept Scale. Notably,
many of the statements contained within the subscale of
School Self do not appear directly related to school, e.g., I
have pretty eyes. This may affect interpretations based on
school related aspects of the Child's life.
3.1.2.2. The French :Immersion Classroom Processes structured
Observation Form
The French Immersion Classroom Processes Structured
Observation Form (Rose and Spain, 1985) was used to describe
differences in instructional processes thought to affect
6J
second language learning. The observation fOI1ll perllitted an
analysis of the way that teachers conduct their lessons, of
their use of verbal and non-verbal liessages and the ~'ognitivo
and affectivB conttmt ot' various types of lessons. The
observation fOnl is actually a structured checklist used to
describe interactions in tens of messages between t ....o or .ore
participants - sender and respOndan\" -in French Illmersion
classrooms. The. form describes communication in terms of
interactions consisting ot' three messages; first, an initial
message by a sender; second, a response to the initial
mess,;e; and third; a redirect message from the initial
sender. Messages are considered to be either verb"l.
nonverbal, or a combination of both.
3.1.2.2.1. Content of observation form
The data collected with this form allowed for the
construction of the two independent variables used in this
stUdy. First. there was the classroom structure factor from
which the variable of communicative potential was computed.
Secondly. it reported on the initiation of interactions from
which the teacher-centered ness variable was computed.
Four sections of the observation form were used for the
data analysis. They ....ere el} Structure (2) Sender (3) Message
Address and (4) Respondent. The Structure section was the
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basis for the communicative potential variable while Sender,
Address and Respondent were used to acquire the teacher-
ccnteredness variable.
The "Sender ll category recorded the sender of the initbl
message of the interaction. A sender could be the teacher,
target, student, classroom assistant, or another person. The
sender was considered to be the initiator of the interaction,
which consisted of three messages.
"Message Address" was used to record to whom the in1tial
message was directed. Messages could be addressed to the
target, teacher, class, other student, small group of
students, classroom assistant, or another person.
"Respondent" was used to record the person responding to
the message.. The respondent mayor may not have been the
person to whom the message was directed.
This stUdy concentrated on the context or "structurel! of
messages and their numbers as they occurred within some
c] assroom activity. structure refers to the classroom process
selected by the teacher to teach stUdents. It changes
continuously as the teacher varies control and expectations
for ·student interaction. structure, imposed by the teacher,
governs the nature of interactions within the classrooms. It
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acts as a type of interaction model since each structure
carries ....ith it implications for the control and locus of the
interaction. However, the various structures described here
are only descriptors. It must be presumed that the actual
nature of the interaction within a specific structure will
depend on two factors, (1) the teacher's perception of what is
desirable and allowable, (2) the student's perception of the
requirement and their ability and willingnoss to perform. It
is expected that this will differ from classroom to classroom.
Interactions were classified into one of fifteen
structures which could be observed. A structure was classified
as either lIacademic ll or IInon-academic" (Rose and spilin, 19B5).
Academic structure refers to any activity organized with the
goal of promoting knowledge,lan~uage transmission and
acquisition. Academic structures are intended to be highly
controlled by the teacher, though they may permit interactions
controlled by students. Non-academic structures are activiti~s
which allow more spontaneous interactions to take place. They
are not directly related to the academic outcomes· being
pursued, and vary in terms of level of teacher control. When
the structure is non-academic students are sometimes permitted
to control the structure of interactions that take place.
The first ten structures which were observed were
academic, while the remaining five were non-academic. They
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were developed based on a review of the literature and on _"
informed observatiOTl of French immersion classrooms during
which structures were recorded anecdotally. These structures
are described as follows:
1. Lecture/Explanation - this type of structure usually
occurs at the beginning of a lesson. It may include
introductions of the lesson, presentation of material.
procadural instructions, and/or explanations of the lesson.
Explanations to clarify the lesson may occur at tho t-o")ginninq
or during the lesson.
2. Question/ Answer - this constitutes a probe for
information which does not, as in the case of a "drill",
concentrate on the form of the messa.ge-ans'Wer, or, as in the
case of a "discussion ll , concentrate on free verbal expression.
For example, after having read a story, the teacher asks
questions on the content of that story.
3. crill - an activity which allows only minimal or no
student manipUlation of the infotlllation to be transmitted. A
drill activity is highly controlled by the teacher and is
mechanical in nature.
activities:
There are four types of drill
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a. Repetition - such as a spelling drill or
repeating mathematical facts.
b. Combining phonemes to produce more complicated
strings. This activity may be practised through
song or speech and mayor may not be repetitious.
e.g. "[b] + ra] fait (bal".
c. Grammatical substitutions which are practised in
a repetitious manner. e.g. "Je ';ais au magasin" -
llJly vats". "Naus allons au magasin" - uNaus y
allons".
d. Plays and skits which involve the whole class or
small groups and which hav,e been practised before.
4. Exprossiv& Language Exercise - a structure which
encourages the student to use language creatively and which
uses the aural/oral medium. The focus is on the language
rather than content, which is not considered important.
Examples
a. "Who am lit exercise.
b. Given wards, the students must create sentences.
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c. Open questions ....hich alloW' for creative
responses.
d. The use of puppets by the students in a
spontaneous or unpractised manner.
5. Discussion - encourages interactions, and a sharing
of ideas. A topic is introduced by the teacher or student, is
academic in nature, and is discussed by the class or a group
of students. This structure must not be confused with the
"social/teacher structurel! which is non-academic in nature.
The student is not required to provide correct responses in
this structure, but the content is the important issue in the
discussion.
6. Beatwork Monitoring - the teacher or the person in
charge is either at the desk or situated somewhere in the
classroom. He/she is there for control purposes only and does
not intervene or help students ....ith their work. Meanwhile,
students are at their desks doing seatwork.
7. Beatwork Piloting - students are at their desks doing
seatwork while the teacher is either:
a. at his/her desk helping individual students who
approach with questions;
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b. circulating throughout thp classroom, helping
students at their desks.
8. Boardvorlt - the student is directed by the teacher to
go to the board to write the correct response to a question.
,. Group }\ctivity - any/all cooperative, academic
activity involving two or more students where the teacher is
not intervening. The teacher may however, be intervening with
another group at this time. This structure may take on the
form of a game. However, it should be noted that games played
by students who have completed their work while others arc
still working, would be considered non-academic, "social with
peers".
10. Group piloting - any group activity which involves
teacher intervention: that is, the teacher is helping students
with the activity while students are working toqether.
11. organization/Administration - Any activity during
class time which serves an organizational or administrative
purpot.e. Examples of such activities are:
a. The beginning or end of a lesson, Le. passing
aut papers, getting out textbooks, turning to page
numbers, etc ...
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b. Before or after a lesson. Le •. prayers, singing
of "0 Cilillada", getting coats or lunchtins, etc.
NOTE: When there is an administrative activity and
an explanation activity (or any other academic
activity), occuring simultaneously, the academic
structure takes precedence in coding.
12. control - Under this heading are included any
measures taken by the teacher or some other authority figure
to maintain or regain control of the class or student{s), for
example:
a. praising the class.
b. silencing the students before leaving the
classroom. It is import~nt to note that this
structure wouldn't be in use - USUALLY· when
criticism or praise is administered on
individual basis. In this case, the discipline
would not constitute the structure of the
interchange. Rather, it would be a message within
some other type of structure.
Bocia1 with the Teacher - this activity, although
appearing to be a "Discussion ll exercise, is non-academic. It
is neither planned nor structured by the teacher to serve some
academic purpose and is frequently student initiated. The
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activity seems to occur most often before and after lessons,
i. e. when the student has completed his/her ....ork, before
recess. at the end of the day and so forth.
14. 80cial with Peers - when the student is not involved
in any of the above structures; when he/she has completed
assigned work and is involved in some game or other non-
academic activity; when lessons are not in session and
messages are passing between students.
15. Non-interacting - students are not supposed to be
interacting either with the teacher or peers. This is intended
to be a quie .. time for the class with no messages sent other
than those which introduce and define the structure.
3.1.2.2.2. Observation procedures
Observations were recorded by two female, bilincJual
anglophones. One observer was a trained French immersion
teacher while the second was a Master' s student in sociology.
Several sessions were held to train the observers and check
the reliability of the procedure.
In using the form six pupils were chosen as target
students to be observed in each of the twenty three classrooms
involved in the study. Thraa studants ware identified ilS high
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achievers while the r<lmaining three achieved less well. These
target students were chosen on the basis of achievement data
and teacher reports at the end of the previous academic year.
Observations revolved around an individual target. This meant
that any target activity was coded before that of any other
student activity. Furthermore, observation of a target
interiJction with the teacher took precedence over the
obsarvation of other target interactions. The tllrgets were
observed in turn, during an extended instructional period. One
interaction of three messages was observed for each target
before observing the ne::t target. Observation periods were
chosen in a stratified random fashion to ensure observation of;
morning, mid-morning, and afternoon instructional. periods for
each classroom. The target might be observed engaging in
classroom interactions as an act~ve participant in the
message, as an active respondant with a larger group or as a
passive listener. Table 3.2 lists the total number of
interactions recorded during observation periods for each
classroom while Table J. J lists the total number of
interactions for each grade level.
3.2. Development of theoretical communicative constructs.
3.2.1. communicative potential
'l'he next step was to determine how much communication
each of the structures theoretically permitted in the
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Table 3.2: Distribution or observed interactions by
cla99room
Classroom Number of Percent
Observed Interactions
1 1527 4.3
2 1485 4.2
] 1560 4.4
4 2348 6.6
5 1508 4.]
6 1204 ].4
7 1609 4.S
8 1699 4.8
9 831 2.3
10 1210 3.4
11 1471 4.2
12 1513 4. J
13 1967 5.6
14 2054 5.8
15 1297 J. 7
16 1016 2.9
17 2106 5.9
18 1202 3.4
19 1844 5.2
20 1831 5.2
21 1126 3.2
22 182] 5.1
23 1170 3.]
classroom. The tertll "communicative potentilll" was introduced
to rAfer to the theoretical level of communicativeness of a
classrool1 t.ased on its observed structure. Since it was
expected that there would be variation between classrooms l.n
the way that communication actually occurred, the structures
observed were considered to reflect teachor intents rcgardinq
communication, rather than the actual nature of communication.
Table 3.3: oj stribution ot observed interactions by qrada
Grade Number of Observed Interactions
16360
10025
8996
Percent
46.3
28.3
25.4
A review of the literature on the communicative approach
helped to assess the communi.cative potentia] of each structure
vilriilble. Based upon this literature review each structure was
clai'>sified in terms of four facets; (1) Level of Opportunity
to Negotiate the Meaning of Input; (2) Level of opportunity to
Negotiate output; (3) Scope and; (4) opportunity for Feedback.
The Level of opportunity to Negc;'tiate Meaning relates to
the quantity of communication possible within a given
structure. According to the communicative. approach, language
is learned through the negotiation of meaning. The more
opportunity there is for negotiation of meaning, the more
language learning there will be. Meaning can be negotiated
through either input or output. The opportunity to negotiate
input refers to the opportunity to manipulate information
received from a speaker so that it is understood. The
opportunity to negotiate output refers to the opportunity to
verbally produce any output whose meaning must be understood
by others.
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scope refers to the rallge of topics and content 'Which
Ilay be negotiated as the subject of language. Examples are;
the inclusion of affect in conversation and talk about various
day to day activities.
The availability of feedback refers to the opportunity to
receive feedback trom either the teacher or fellow students
about the level of success of negotiation of lIleaning.
A rating of 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 was assigned to each of the
above facets depending on the preceivcd level of
communicativeness of that particular structure. Appendix A
exphins how these ratings were deterllined. Interpretation of
the range of the ratings were froll; (0), no cOlllmunicative
potential through (8), high cOllllluni~ative potential. The suc
ot the values of the four facets ....as taken to be the
cotJlllunicative potential of a structure. Those structures that
allowed for more student talk generally received higher
cODllunicative loadings. Table 3.4 shoWS the communicative
loadings given to each structure variable for each of four
facets and the total cOllmunicative potential.
Using this formula it can be predicted that teachers Who
avail of the structures with the higher cOr:1munlcative loadlnq~
would tend to have the more communicative classrooms.
Students in these classrooms would potentially have a broader
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Table 3.4: comm'lnicative potential of structure variables
(11
Lecture
Question/Answer
Drill
Expressive Lang. Exercise
Discussion
Sea twork/moni toring
seatwork/piloting
Boardwork
Group Activity
Group Piloting
organization/admin istrat ion
Control
social/Teacher
social/Peers
Non-interacting
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
18
22
I'
32
28
2
14
12
28
30
10
6
32
30
o
(1) structure variables
(2) Opportunity to negotiate input
(3) Opportunity to negotiate output
(4) Scope
(5) Feedback
(6) Communicative poten~ial
o = none
2 '" minimal
4 '" low
6 '" moderate
8 = high
scope of interactions to work with and would have more
opportunity to negotiate meaning. Communicative classrooms
would provide more opportunities for interacting with
significant others and would thus increase the level of
feedback available to students. The significance of increased
feedback from peers and its relationship to self-esteem has
been documented in the review of the literature.
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Table 3.51 Mean teacber-conteredness scores
for each classroom
(1) (2) (3)
1 4 14.8
2 19 13.9
3 3 9,9
4
"
.,.
5
"
',7
6 2 8,1
7 8 7,9
8 11 6,6
9 6 5,0
10 15 5,0
11 10 5,0
12 21 4,3
13 1 4,0
14 5 ).9
15 9 3,7
16 7 3,6
17 12 3.1
18 14 2,5
19
"
2,3
"
16 1 •
"
13 1.7
"
18 l.2
"
17 1,1
(1) Rank order of classroollls
(2) Classroom id
(3) Mean teacher-centerp.dness
3.2.2. Teacber-centeredness
The term IIteacher-ccntercdness ll was davelopcd to
refer to the level of teacher dominance over classroom
interactions. Teacher-centeredness was defined to be the ratio
of all teacher initiated verbal interaction with students to
aU student initiated verbal interaction with other students.
Teachar-centeredneS5 is a focus on the initiation of
"
interaction and reflects the nature of the actual interaction
that takes place.
Data for the computation of the teacher-centeredness
variable came from observing classroom interactions and
recording who the initiator of an interaction was, and in the
case of student initiated interactions, the address of the
initial message. Table J. 5 gives the mean teacher-
centeredness scores for each classroom.
It may be hypothesized that high teacher-centered
classrooms, that is, those in which students interact
primarily with the teacher, would tend to limit student
opportunity for negotiation of meaning and the scope of
messages received and delivered. Si~ce there would be less
reinforcement opportunities with other students, the self-
£'steern of students in these classrooms would tend to be lower
than in more student-centered classrooms.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter presents the analysis of the data as it
relates to the hypotheses,
4.1. The rela,.ionship of communicative potential to mean gelf-
esteem.
This hypothesis predicted that the communicativo
potential of a classroom would be related to tho mean le\'el of
self-esteem of the students. Figure 4-1 shows this
relationship.
The general trend shows a positive relationship between
the communicative potential of a classroom and the mann level
of self-esteem of the students in the classroom, Exceptions to
this trend were classrooms four and twenty. If these
classrooms were not considered there was a positive
correlation of .439, significant at the .05 level, between tho
communicative potential of a classroom and the avenlgo self-
esteem of the cl....:;::;roorn.
In terms of structure, classrooms four and twenty had
high communicative potential, but were anomolous with respect
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Figure 4-1: The relationship between se1f-esteem
and communicative potential
to the trend that was observed, relat.inq communicative
potential to mean self-esteem. As outliers, they appear to
have very high communicative potential even though the mean
sel f-esteems of the students were the lowest of all
classrooms. It will be: shown that these classrooms are
significantly different from the other classrooms in terms of
the nature of the actual communication which takes place when
compared to classrooms with similar communicative potential.
The naturQ of the interactions and the types of structures
used ~? the teachers of these: classrooms COUll1 be related to
reinforcment patterns which are associated with lower self-
esteem in students. This finding will be discussed in detail
in section 4. J.1.
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The nature of communicative potential, the relationship
of its components to the total score, and a comparison of its
components for high and low communicative potential classrooms
can be seen in Table 4.1. The use of struct.ures with high
communicative loadings accounted for the higher communicative
potential in classrooms like seven, eight, nine and thirteen.
structures with lower communicative loadings were used more
frequently in classrooms like six, ten, eleven and twelve.
lllble4.1: CoIrpari.on 01 obsetV1!d 5tn£tur~ In"'~ ond I""'C<:uJUllcat;....,
p>tentlat ctanrocxa
(1) (2) m (4) d) (6) (1) (B)
(l"'110) (0-105)
4cctur. 186.55 7.550
Quesli"" 225.656.125
IIrlll 147.38 11.78
hprcuivth"ll. 32 5.58 1.1511
IIlscuuioo 285.25 1.1511
SUlwork/lIlOI\ltorllli 2 3.0n 1.075
Sntwork/pHotiog 1423.00 35.03
Boardwork 121.110 1.850
liroup,\ctlvlty 28 4.18 2.'75
liroupP!lotlllSl 30 \1.80 1.475
OrgaoJAan;o. 1015.6120.40
Control/Oiscipllnc 6 1.118 1.525
Soclal/teachtr 320.950.425
Social/peers 304.60 2.325
lIon·ioteracting 00.353.150
:~:~~ 2~:~ U ::~;~~
.~:~~ 1~:~ ~:~ ':~m
1.900 \0.4 9.7 .62U
1.925 2.6 1.3 .2222
'12.01 1.825.9 '.'748
'0,050 2.0 4.9 ·.1681
\.900 0.4 0.5 .178J
.~:~~ 12:~ ~~:~ .:~:
2.350 3.4 2.4 .4369
0.5252.33,9 .2837
2.275 1.95.6.2971
'2.800 0.4 0.1 ·.5603
lI)Structurcvarrables
(21 C_lcativtloltdings0' each struclurc.
(3) ~r~~~ pcrcmt ~ervro structures 10 hl ..h CP rooms 7,8.9,
(q :~r;~~ percent obnrvcd struclllrn 10 I"", CP rocns 6, la, 11,
(5) Observed Slructurt dHfcrcnc:n bctwellfl hl ..hand low rOOlllS,
(2)-(3).
(6) Ob..rv~d .tructurn In classrOCQl 4
(7)Observe<!strulureslnclenr_20
(8) Correhtlana! cOfnn.Ollcltl ...epotentill fCPlwltbot>scrV<'d
structures .~cludillf cll..raDII 4 loci 20.
Columns two and three of Table <1.1 compare the average
percent of observed structures in the h 19h and lo'W
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communicative classroon:s. From these columns it is possible to
note which structures oc~urred more often in the high rai:her
than the low communir::::ative potential classrooms. There was
more use of express.tve language exercise, discussion, seatwork
monitoring, group activity, group piloting, control and
discipline, social with the teacher and social with peers in
the high communicative classrooms. The low communicative
classrooms made more use of lecture, question and answer,
drill, f>eatwork piloting, organization and administration and
non-interacting.
Column seven of Table 4.1 shows that there
significant correlation between the communicative potential
scores of the classrooms surveyed and seven of the fifteen
structures; drill, expressive langu~ge exercise, discussion,
seatwork piloting, group piloting, control and discipline and
non-interacting. This suggests that these were the structures
used by teachers that would most discrim.inate the high from
the low communicative potential classrooms. Most of the other
structures, while they discriminated in the expected
direction, did so less strongly. The structures, boardwork and
question and answer, had low correlations with communicative
potential suggesting that they were used in classrooms with
varyIng degn .;5 of communicative potential. It se~ms evident
from this analysis is that there are indeed some low
communicative structures like drill, sRatwork piloting,
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control and discipline and non-interacting which were used In
high communicative classrooms.
TWo structures, seatwork monitorir,g and control, not
usually considere~ to have high communicative potential, were
noted to have higher frequencies in the high communicative
classrooms. It is suspected that both structures may be linked
to the management required for the set up and use of group
work. Communicative potential may be low with these structures
but they may be indicative of the process teachers find
necessary to sustain a communicative classr::>Dm. One
possibility is that seatwork monitoring is used by teachers to
enforce quiet periods, thus maintaining better overall
control.
"'.2. The relation3hip of teacher-centeredness to mean self-
esteem
Chapter 3, teacher-centeredness was defined as the level
of teacher dominance over classroom interactions. Figure 4-2
shows the relationship of teacher-centeredness to self-esteem,
which had a correlation of -.369, significant at the .10
level. Those classrooms which were relatively teacher-
centered tended to have lower mean self-esteem scores while
the more student-r.entered a classroom was the higher were the
self-esteems of the students.
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Figure 4-21 The relationsbip between mean self-esteem
and teacher-centerednes9
'fable 4.2 shows the teacher-centeredness and mean self-
esteem scores for each of the twenty"'three classrooms. It may
be noted that classrooms twenty-two and three, while being
highly teacher-centered, tended to have relatively high mean
self-esteem scores, and that classrooms twelve and twel1ty-
three, although being low teacher-centered, had low mean self-
esteem scores. If these classrooms were excluded the trend was
much stronger, with d correlation of .57, significant at the
.05 level. Teacher-centeredness is a reflection of the message
initiation which takes place in the classroom and it was
anticipated that a closer look at the structures used in these
classrooms would explain their divergence from the trend. This
issue will be explored further in section 4.3.2.
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Table •. 2: Mean soores tor teaoher-centeredness, se11'-esteem
and communicative potential
(1) (2) P} (') (5) (6) (7)
1 , 14.8 , 33.5 7 192
2 19 13.9 7 32.9 20 191
3 3 ,., 2l 31.7 , 188, 22 8.8 6 31.5 8 18'
5 20 8.7 16 30.8 13 183
6 2 8.1 15 30.8 , 180
7 8 7 •• 10 30.5 5 17'
8 11 6.6 22 30.2 3 17', 6 5.0 , 30.1 17 17'
10 15 5.0 3 29.9 14 171
11 10 5.0 17 29.3 15 170
12 2l '.3 1 29.3 19 168
13 1 '.0 14 29.1 22 167
14 5 3.' 8 29.0 2 16'
15 , 3.7 11 29.0 1 16'
16 7 3.6 18 29.0 2J 162
17 12 3.1 13 2B.9 2l 161
18 14 2.5 19 2B.l 18 160
" "
2.3
"
27.3 16 159
20 16 1.8 , 27.0 6 157
21 13 1.7
"
26.0 11 155
22 18 1.2 4 26.0 10 152
." 17 1.1 20 25.0 12 135
(1) Rank order of classrooms from
highest to lowest.
(2) Classroom id for '~aacher-
pj centerednnes5 scor!'!s.Teacher-centeredness score for
clC'.ssrooms ranked in column one.
(') Classroom id for self-esteem scc,res.
(5) Self-esteem scores for classroous
ranked in column three.
(6) Classroom id for communicative
potential scores.
(7) Communicative potential scores for
classrooms ranked in column five.
Teacher-centered classrooms are characterized by teacher
dominiance over verbal interaction. In a teacher-centered
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classroom th", teacher initiates most ot' the interactions. By
definition, s'cude,nt-centered classrooms have relatively llIora
student initiated verbal messages than in teacher-centered
classrooms. In teacher-centered classrooms, where relatively
more of the messages are initiated 8.nd controlled by the
teacher, communication with peers would tend to be limited. In
the role as major initiator of interactions, the teacher would
tend to provide most, if not all, of the reinforcement to
students. As not.ed, feedback from significant others enh'lncp,s
self-esteem; however, in a teacher-centered classroom the
impc>rtance of the peer group as a source of reinforcement is
minimized.
The number of significant others a student is capable of
interacting: with in a student-cente,red classroom is higher
simply because the student popUlation outnumbers the teacher.
The larger student population has the potential for increasing
the quantity of talk available to the student thereby
providing more opportunities for negotiation of meaning and a
wider range of topics for conversation. In a student-centered
classroom students have the option of conversing with either
their teacher or their peers. Feedback t'rom more than one
source, that is, from both the teacher and the peer group, has
the capability to reinforce student self-esteem. In fact, as
discussed earlier, peer interaction alone is known to hava a
pOliitive significant effect on self-cotccm.
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4.3. An examination at' the outliers.
4.3.1. An analysis of the conununicative potential in
classro~ms four and twenty
In assessing the relationship of communicative potential
to mean sel f-esteem it was noted that classrooms four and
twenty did not fit the trend of the majority of c).assroorns.
Drawing upon other data which dealt with structures used and
the initation of messages, it was discovered that while these
classrooms had high communicative potentii!ll they were also
highly teache,r-centered.
The appearance of communicative potential in classrooms
four and twenty is a result of ';';h~ structures used by the
teacher I however, the observation of these structures did not
appear to accurately reflect what the teacher actually did.
Column five of Table 4.1 (page 59) shows which structures were
used in classroom four. Question and answer dominated over the
other structures and was used even more than in the low
communicative potential classrooms, (27 per cent compared to
6.125 per cent). compared to other high communicative
potential classrooms there was less lecture, no expressive
language exercise, less seatwork monit(jring, seatwork
piloting, group activity, group piloting, organization and
administration, control and otscipline and social with peers.
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There was more question and answer, drill, discussion and
social with the teacher than in the high communicative
classrooms. Tl.e dominance of question and answer, which
appears to be ill neutral structure usually used in classroollls
with all levels at' communicative potential, may suggest that
this style of teaching carried over into other 1I0re
communicative activities, with the teacher initiating most of
the interactions through II questioning format and thus
dominating a teaching style which was different from the
nature of the intended activity.
An analysis of the structures used in classroom twenty aEl
shown in column six of Table 4.1 (p<Jge 59) demonstrates that
lecture and drill were lower than in the high communicative
potential classrooms. There were a.llllost no occurences of
expressive language exercise or group activity. The amounts of
seatwork monitoring, seatwork piloting, control and discipline
and organization and administration were typical of the high
cOJl\lllunicative potential classrooms. There was more discussion,
group piloting, social with the teacher and social with peers
than even the hlgh communicative potential classrooms. Thoro
was also higher question and answer than in either the high or
low communicative potential classrooms. As with classroom
four, if the teacher adopted a question and answer style with
other structures, it would be consistent with the higher level
of teacher-centeredness found in classroo:n twenty.
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The use of discussion, group piloting and social with the
teacher in both classrooms four and twenty, ....hile highly
communicative, may have had a less positive influel".ce on the
self-esteem of students because they ....ere teacher dominated.
Feedback to students may have been more critical and less
accepting, so that these classrooms had the lo....est self-esteem
scores of all classrooms. Normally, the communicative
potential in classrooms which use these structures would allow
for more negotiation at meaning with peers. In classrooms four
and twenty, students did not appear to benefit from these
vpportunities. It is possible that in a highly teacher-
centered classroom, where student message initiation is
limited, the method of presenting these structures is so
different that there is less opportunity for negotiation of
meaning with peers for positive f~ed.back, resulting in a
negative effect on the level of self-estl?&m in the classrooms.
A closer e)(amination of the nature of the interactions
which took place in these classrooms showed that this could
have been the case. Table 4.3 shows the rank order of
classrooms, from highest to lowest, .cor the frequency .....ith
which interactions were initiated by the teacher and by the
students in each classroom. Total messages reters to th.e
combined number of verbal and non-verbal messages. The
rankings for verbal and non-verbal messages separately
9.
also given. While the concept of communicative potential
applies primarily to verbal language use, . non-verbal message
initiations have been included in the analysis because of the
need to consider all ....ays to provide feedback. In assessing
the number of non-verbal messages sent by teachers and
students it became clear that in certain classrooms the use of
non-verbal language cOmJllunication occurred with considerable
frequency. It may be expected that the language learning
outcomes will be different in classrooms which rely more
heavily on non-verbal rather than verbal communication and is
a topic worthy of further research.
A comparison of the intensity of all messages, verbal and
non-verbal combined, initiated by the teacher is shown in
column one of Table 4.3 and can be ~ompared to the combined
total of verbal and non-verbal messages initiated by students,
shown in column two. This cOJ:lparison shows both classrooms
four and twenty to have the highest teacher message initiation
of all classrooms and among the lo...·est for student message
initiation.
Examiniil:j the relationship of teacher initiated verbal
talk, in column three, to student initiated verbal talk, shown
in column fou.r, it is further evident that classroom four and
t ....enty are more teacher-centered than would be expected, given
their high communicative potential. Both classes have the
.,
Table".3 Rank order ot classrooms, from highest to lowest,
tor the frequency ot interactions ini t fated
by the teacher and students
(1) (2) P) (4) (5) (6)
21 22 17 6 14 9
17 • 2l 21 10 1616 16 6 11 15 22
6 17 16 3 18 ,.
,. 12 ,.
"
2l 7
13 20 13 4 , 23
11 7 11 22 22 •15 23 15 10 23 •10 1. 23 • 10 1022 9 3 2 2 3
12 5 7 15 6 1
7 1. 12 20 11 13
3 6 22 7 13 21
9 11 10 , 5 6
14 15 , 12 1 2
2 1 • 17 19 19
• 2l 2 16 •
,.
23 19 14 23 7 20'
19 13 19 1 4 17'
1 . 1 5 3 5
5 10 20 13 12 11
20 2 5 ,. '17 12
4 3 4 14 20 15
(l) Total teacher messages
(l:oth verbal and non-verbal)
(2) Total student messages
(both verbal and non-verbal)
(J) Total teacher verbal messages
(4) Total student verbal messages
(5) Total teacher non-verbal messages
(~) ~i~~\:~~~~~t non-verbal messages
highest teacher initiated verbal messages of all classrooms,
while student initiated verbal interaction is relatively low
compared to other classooms.
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In looking at the non-verbal talk occurring in classroom
four and twenty, somewhat different findings occur for both
classes. Teacher initiated non-verbal talk, as shown in .column
live, is very high for both classes while st;udent initiated
non-verbal, as shown in column six, is low for classroom four
but relatively high tor classroom twenty. In this classrooll it
appears that students are communicating through thei r use of
non-verbal messages.
In conclusion, it was found that teachers tended to
dominate the use of language in classrooms four and tWClnty
much more than was typical of other classrooms in the study.
The high communicative potential of these classrooms was very
much a function of teacher talk, rather than a function of
teacher and student talk as in other high communicative
potential classrooms.
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4.3.2. An analysis of feedback in classrooms twenty-tva,
three, twenty-three ant! twelve.
The correlation betloleen teacher-centeredness and self-
esteem shows the general trend to be that classrooms which are
relatively teacher-centered have lower mean self-esteem scores
lolhile student-centered classrooms tend to have higher mean
self-esteem scores. Exceptions to this trend included
classrooms twenty-two, three, twenty-three and twelve. Since
feedback from significant others appears to have an effect on
self-esteem it was anticipated that a closer look at the
structures used in these. classrooms and the feedback
opportunities which they provided would account for the
observed departures from the trend.
The opportunity for feedback to stUdents from either the
teacher or the peer group WIlS Ilssessed ':sin9 part of the data
from Table 3.4 (page 56, 55, 96, 95). The "feedback facet to
rated each structure for its potential to provide feedback. It
was expected that classrooms which made average to above
averaga use of structurQs which allowed for more feedback
would have higher seH-esteem than those structures which
afforded little feedback opportunity. Table 4.4 shows the"
structures used in each of the four classrooms and the total
opportunity for feedback. Mean self-esteem and teacher-
centeredness scores are also given .
.,
Table 4.41 Feedback opportunities, mean self~8steem and
teacher-centeredness for classrooms 22. J,
12. and 23.
structures used
classrooms
22 3 12 23
Lecture 2
Question and Ans\oler 6
Drill *
Expressive Language Exercise *
Discussion 8
seatwork/monitoring 0
Seatwork/piloting
Boardwork
Group Activity
Group Piloting
organlza t ionlAdmini strat ion
control/Discipl inc
social/Teacher
social/Peers
Non-interacting
Total Feedback
Mean Self-Esteem
Teache r - cente redne s s
48.0 50.0
30.2 29.9
8 ..8 9.9
28.0 32.0
26.0 27.3
3.1 2.3
" * If means the structure had a below average use.
It was found that in claf>~rooms twenty-two and three
struotures with more potential for feedback were used than in
classrOoms twelve and twenty-three. It can be hypothesized
that while classrooms twenty-two and three are highly teacher-
centered the structures selected by the teacher provided
opportunities for feedback to students which were significant
enough to positively influence their self-esteem. Classrooms
twelve and twenty-three made use of structures which had
significantly less opportunity for feedback. These low
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teacher-centered classrooms provided lower feedback
opportunities for students which tended to produce lower self-
esteem scores. This an_'lysis seems to demonstrate that
exc' ~tions to the trend do exist. A classroom may be highly
teacher-centered, yet have high communicative potential
together \:lth positive systems of feedback for students.
Further, classrooms that are less teacher-centered may,
noneth.:less, have lower communicative potential, and fe....er
opportunities for the positive reinforcement of rtudents.
From the analysis of the data it is possible to draw
several conclusions and make recommendations for further
research. This 10'111 be done in the fo110\4ing chapter.
9.
Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following are the conclusions that have been reached
as a result of this study.
1. !n general, the level of sel f-esteem of students in a
classroom is associated positively with the communicative
potential of a classroom.
2. In general, the level of self-esteem of students iT. a
classroom is associated negatively with the teacher-
centeredness of the classroom.
J. Usually, a higher communicative potential is
associated with a higher ~ evel of stUdent involvement in
classrooms processes but high communicative potential can be
achieved in classrooms with a stronger focus on the teactler.
4. While there is a tendency for high communicative
classrooms to use high communicative structures, they also use
some of the lower communicative structures as much as the low
communicative classrooms.
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5.1. Selt-esteem and communicatJve potential.
The analysis supported the conclusion that there is
generally a significant relationship between the communicative
pot'_'l~tial of a classroom and the mean self-esteem of students
in that class, but that exceptions to this trend do occur.
A review of the literature on self-esteem sholols that
feedback: from significant others affects self-esteem.
Furthermore, it has been said that self-esteem affects what a
person does and the way in which they choose to do it (Wells
and Marwell, 1976). It follows then, that self-esteem reflects
what a student has done in the classroom, and it al!>u ;;,eans
that students' self-esteems will affect what they do in the
classroom.
A communicative classroom has, by its nature, the
potential for increased interaction with significant others.
Interaction with significant others, either individually or in
a group, can influence self-esteem (stanines, 195B). It is the
feedback from significant others ....hich occurs in interactions
that can change self-esteem. The significant others .... ith whom
a student interacts in a classroom are the teacher and the
peer group. There are some distinct differences about the
feedback received from these two sources. First of all, it can
be hypothesized that teachers will tend to have a more direct
"
control over feedback than will fellow students. Teacher
feedback will also be rnor(J likely to be about the Cf'\ntent in
gener:ll and thus be more likely to provide for quality
language development than will student feedback. However,
feedback from the teacher may be more likely to be seen by
students as negative because of itc. cor,,:.!ctive nature. Student
feedback may be more likely to be provided to other students
for behavior other than the learning of content and may be
viewed by other students overall, as more positive. Positive
feodback by students for other behavior will, t4t the Bame
time, also be positively reinforcing language use. Therefore,
student interaction which is uncontrolled by the teacher
carries the risk of reinforcing incorrect language. The
enhancement of self-esteem, then, becomes contingent on
uncontrolled, and possibly incorre~t language use. This in
turn, increases the 1ike'ihood that incorrect language will be
practiced and become habitual. It appears that this is more
likely to occur in student-centered classrooms with high
communicative potential.
The effects of feedback from the teacher and the peer
group may then tend to have varying results with important
implications for language learning. Feedback from students is
less directive and may not sUPflort quality languilge
development while feedback from the teacher may tend to b~
more accurate about language usage. Teacher feedback may
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therefore, be more effective from the point of view of
language accuracy. Paradoxically, LI typical classrooms,
teacher feedback may be less effective in terms of encouraging
students to communicate, as well as less effective in terms of
broadening the scope and quantity of communicative
opportunities.
The question of feedback from the teacher v"rsus feedback
from students is a area worthy of future research. The
evidence of this study suggested that il-. is possible to
establish higher levels of teacher control while retaining a
higher potential for positive feedback to students at the same
time, in settings that would thus be regarded to be highly
communicative. Under condition~ such as these, it may be
hypothesized that both the accura;:y and scope of second
language discourse would be higher.
In an attempt to increase task engagement in language
learning the co;nmunicative approach promotes the use of
classroom structures which tend to lessen the control by the
teacher of feedback in the classroom. Teachers must manage the
accuracy levels of students I use of the language. The
challenge for immersion teachers is to find ways to retain
that control, while at the same time including in their
curriculum the greater opportunities for language use inherent
in the more communicative structures. One way teachers might
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accomplish this task would be to find •....ays to take advantage
of student feedback to reinforce correct language.
Another rationale for using particular communicative
structures is that most teachers want to enhance the
self-esteem of their stUdents. In this sense, self-esteem is
defined by the teacher to be a goal of instruction, rather
than an indicator of the success of instruction. In doing
this however, the possibility exists that in usi ng
communicative structures that promote student self-esteem
teachers are promoting poor learning of the language.
The level of self-esteem of a student is actually
indicator of the effect of feedback in the classroom. This
stUdy suggests the hypothesis that. higher level~ of self
esteem in communicative classrooms are due to uncontrolled
feedback from other students and the likelihood t.hat this
feedback will be less related to achievement. The direct
promotion of self-esteem may not be useful in terms ('If the
true priorities of the teacher. In classrooms where feedback
is controlled by the teacher, self-esteem should be more
related to achievement. since communicative potential is
related to self-esteem, controlling the feedback from various
sources will be necessary so that the effectiveness of
different communicative structures in promoting language
learning can be assessed. Teachers who wish to enhance
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student self-esteem as a goal should do so through the
promotion of classroom achievement. This presents new
challenges for the immersion teacher that have not been
addressed in the literature.
5.2. Teacher-centeredness and self-esteem
The analysis concluded that there is a negative
correlation between the teacher-centeredness and the mean
self-esteem of classrooms. Teacher-centered classrooms are
dominated by teacher initiation and control of talk. In these
classrooms the teacher is the major provider of reinforcement
and thus the major scurce of self-esteem enhancement. Teacher
feedback will have a negative effect on student self-esteem
when viewed as less positive ':Jy stud,ents.
Interactions with significant others in teacher-centered
classrooms tend to focus on the teacher. Since the range of
topics discussed is more likely to be content based, the scope
of negotiation of meaning will be limited. Conversing with
peers provides the student with the opportunity to negotiate
meaning Which mayor may not be content based. Peer
interaction may provide a wider range of topics to be
negotiated. The more opportunities there are to negotiate
meaning the more opportunities there are for feedback about
what i,; negotiated. In teacher-centered classrooms feedback is
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more likely to be focused on teaching objectives which means
that self-este.. .l is more likely to be .. function of goal
attainment. Student- .:entered classrooms havo the potential to
provide higher levels at feedback for esteem enhancement but
it is more likely to be directed to unintended ends.
This stUdy has not produced any evidence to sUggest that
the fundamental principles underlying the communicative
approach do not hold. In general, students with
opportunity to negotiate meaning will probably be
successful second language learners than those with loss
opportunity. The nature of those opportunities, however, will
probably define the nature (or quality) or the language being
learned. The essential point of this study is the recognition
that one way to focus the cODlmu.nicative process is by
controlling the feedback available to students within the
process. This feedback, regardless of source, needs to be
focused on the desired aspects of second language learning.
Monitori ..g the level of student self-esteen may be an
effective way of monitoring the effectiveness of the feedback.
5.3. Recommendations
1. Research to explore the nature of feedback in
teacher-centered communicative classrooms.
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2. Research to investigate ways to promote student
feedback to other stul.1ents about the corre?t use of language.
3. Research to study the feedback effects of peer
reinforcement.
4. Research to study the feedback effects of highly
teacher-centered classrooms which have high communicative
potential and what the language learning outcomes of these
classes would be.
5. Research to determine whether the structures imposed
by the teacher actually reflect teacher behaviors in the
classroom.
6. Research which focuses on both on and off task peer
interaction to find aut What the opportur.i ty to negotiate
meaning and feedback effects on student learning are.
7. Research to determine th,,: language learning outcomes
of promoting peer interaction between advanced and less
advanced students.
8. Research to study the implications for second language
learning in classrooms which place a major emphasis on the use
of nan-verbal communication.
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9. Research to verify that teachers can control the
acquisition of CI!:curate second language better than students
can, and exploration of techniques that produce these effects.
SUbsequent research would then explore ways to transfer these
techniques to student-centered processes.
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APPENDIX A
An Explanation ot the
Communicative Loa"'ings
Given to structure Variables
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The Level of opportunity to Negotiate Meaning relates to
the quantity of communication possible within a given
structure. According to the communicative approach, language
is learned through the negotiation of meaning. The more
opportunity there is for negotiation of meaning, the more
language learning there will be. Meaning can be negotiated
through either ~nput or output. The opportunity to negotiate
input refers to the opportunity to manipUlate information
received from a speaker so that it is understood. The
opportunity to negotiate output refers to the opportunity to
verbally produce any output whose meaning must be understood
by others.
Scope refers to the range of topics and content which
may be negotiated as the SUbject Of, language. Examples are:
the inclusion of affect in conversation and talk about various
day to day activities.
The availability of feedback refers to the opportunity to
receive feedback from either the teacher or fellow students
about the level of success of negotiation of meaning.
A rating of 0, 2, 4, 6, or 8 was assigned to each of the
above facets depending the preceived level of
communicativeness of that partiCUlar structure. Appendix A
explains how these ratings were determined. Interpretation of
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the range of tho ratings were frolll; (0), no communicative
potential through (8), high communicative potential. The SUIII
of the values of the four facets was taken to be the
cODUllunicative potential of a structure. Those structures that
allowed for more student talk generally received highor
communicative loadings. Table 3.4 shows the cOPllllunicative
loadings given to each structure variable for each of four
facets and the total communicative potential.
using this formula it can be predicted that ::18achers who
avail of the structures with the higher communicative loadings
would tend to have the more communicative classrooms.
Students in these cl.assrooms would potentially have a b1:oader
scope of interactions to work with and would have more
opportunity to negotiate meaning. Communicative classroollls
would provide more opportunities for interacting with
significant others and would thus increase the level of
feedback available to students.
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Table 3.4: Communicative potential of structure variables
(1)
Lecturo
Ouestion/Answer
Drill
Expressive Lang. Exercise
Discussion
Sea twork/rnoni to ring
seatwork/piloting
Boardwork
Group Activity
Group Piloting
Organ i zat ion/adm ini s tration
Control
Social/Teacher
Social/Peers
Non-interacting
(2) (3) (4) (51 (6)
,.
22
"32
2.
2
14
122.
30
10
6
32
30
o
(1) structure variables
(2) Opportunity to negotiate input
(3) opportunity to negotiate output
(4) Scope
(5) Feedback
(6) Communicative potential
none
minimal
low
moderate
high
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1. Leoture.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input = High ($).
Explanation: A large store of information is presented to the
student. The teacher often uses various interactional
modifications to present the material.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output ... LoW (4).
Explanation: These are one-way exchanges dominated by the
teacher. StUdents have little or no opportunity to produce new
language forms.
Rating: Scope'" LOW. (4).
Explanation: This is a one-way task selected and presented by
the teacher. The range of topics is limited to the curriculum.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback = Minimal (2).
Explanation: students are given little opportunity to talk.
This is a listening task, feedback is limited until the
teacher moves on to another phase of the lesson. students have
little opportunity to verify their message comprehension.
2. Question and Answer
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input ... Moderate (6).
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Explanation: Interaction occurs between two people. There is
lots of opportunity for two way negotiated rt.2aning exchanges.
Interaction can be modified if it is not understood. Ans....ers
are limited however, to content presented by the teacher.
Rating: opportunity t.o Negot.iate output. - Moderate (6).
Explanation: Students are requested to verbally produce a
message from the input they receive. This is still a teacher
dominated activity.
Rating: scope = Low (4).
Explanation: Selection, choice and range of topics is limited
to the teacher. There is little opportunity for inclusion of
affect.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback - Moderate (6).
Explanation: Feedback is generally received directly after the
student responds. The range of feedback is limited by the
scope.
3. Drill
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Heaning - Low (4).
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Explanation: Interaction is prescribed by the form of drill.
This is a rotoa activity requiring little understanding of
concepts.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output = Low (4).
Explanation: Student response is restricted to drill format.
Student manipulation of responses is also restricted by drill
form.
Rating: Scope = Low (4).
Explanation: The range of topics limited to those that fit
the drill format.
Rating: opportunity for Fe9t1back = Minimal (2).
Explanation: Feedback is given to the group whereas an
individual student may be reinforced for a wrong response in
attempting to go along with the group.
4. Expressive LangUage Exercise
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input = High (8).
Explanation: The teacher selects an activity which encourages
the student to use the language creatively. The student has
the opportunity to express him/herself and to check
understanding of the input. The student has some choice in a
response.
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Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output .. High (8).
Explanation: This structure provides an opportunity for
creative, spontaneous interactions whereby students
encouraged to manipulate the language. This activity is not
rest:ricted to curriculum content.
Rating: Scope - High (8).
Explanation: The range of topics ar.d the inclusion of affect
is unlimited.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback c High (8).
Explanation: Feedback is readily available from the teacher or
the peer group.
s. Disoussion
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input"" High (8).
Explanation: This consists of two way interaction allowing for
lots of interactional modifications to ensure understanding.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output sa Moderate (6).
Explanation: Interactions are encouraged but must be academic
in nature.
Rating: Soope" Moderate (6).
Explanation: The range of topics introduced are academic in
nature.
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Rating: opportunit.y for Feedback - High (8).
E~planation: There is immediate feedback from the teacher,
individual student or the group as discussion proceeds.
6. seatwork Koni taring
Rating: opportunity tor Negotiation at Input ... Minimal (2).
E~planation: Students are assigned a paper and pencil task.
There is very little interaction between two people. This is
meant to be an individual task. The teacher is situated for
control purposes only and is not helping students.
Rating: opportunity for Negotiation of output"" None (0).
E~planation: No interaction is permitted.
Rating: Bcope .. None (0).
Explanation: This activity is restricted to paper and pencil
tasks.
Rating: Feedback = None (0).
E~planation: There is no interaction with the teacher or
fellow students during this activity.
7. Beatwork Piloting
Rating: Opportunity to Negotiate Input .. Minimal (2).
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Explanation: students are engaged in a paper and pencil task
interacting periodically with the teacher as they seek help or
the teacher notices they need help.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Output"" Minimal (2).
Explanation: This is a paper and pencil task Which does not
require any interaction except when the stUdent seeks help or
is offered some assistance by the teacher.
Rating: Bcope = Low (4).
Explanation: The range of topics is limited to curriculum
content. There is little opportunity for affect. This is a
teacher dominated a.nd directed activity.
Rating: opportunity for F••dback • Moderate (6).
Explanation: students have the opportunity to seek feedback
from the teacher. The teacher is available to provide feedback
as he/she circulates throughout the classroom.
8. Boardwork
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input .. Minimal (2).
Explanation: Interaction is limited as stUdents are expected
to write their response on the board. stUdent responses are
not required to involve conversation.
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Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output .. None (0).
Explanation: There is no verbal output expected. The student
is required to write the responsoa on the board.
Rating: Scope"" Low (4).
Explanation: Topics are selected by the teacher and are
related to curriculum content.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback'" High (6).
Explanation: There is immediate feedback from the teacher and
responses are written on the board.
9. Group Activity
Rating: opportunity to Negot'.ate Input'" High (S).
Explanation: .There are lots of opportunities for two-way
negotiated meaning exchanges. There are many occassions when
interactions can be modified to increase understanding.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output a High (8).
Explanation: There are many opportunities for verbal
expression with the teacher or the peer group.
Rating: Scope" Moderate (6).
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Explanation: The range of acti'tities are restricted to
curriculum content and are most likely selected by the
teacher.
Ratinq: opportunity tor Feedback - Moderate (6).
Explanation: Feedback comes froll. peers constantly durinq this
activity While occassional intervention from the teacher with
various qroups provides feedback.
10. Group Pilotinq
Rating: opportunity to Neqotiate rnput _ High (8).
Explanation: There~ are numerous opportunties for two-way
negotiated meaning exchanges. ConfiI"llation checks come frolll
teacher intervention.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output .. High (8).
Explanation: There are lots of· opportunities for verbal
expression.
Rating: scope - Moderate (6).
Explanation: The range of topics is restricted to curriculum
content.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback - High (8).
Explanation: Feedback is implicit with this activity.
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11. Organization and Administration
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input'"' Low (4).
Explanation: There is not much opportunity to interact
negotiate meaning with this activity.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Output"" Minimal (2).
Explanation: No verbal expression is required of the student.
This activity consists mostly of standard operating
procedures.
Rating: Scope" Minimal (2).
Explanation: This a;:tivity involves routinized tasks.
Rating: opportunity for Feedbaok .. Minimal (2).
Explanation: This activity involves standard operating
procedures which are so routinized that students require
little feedback to follow them.
12. Control
Rating: opportunity to N8g'otiate :Input - Minimal (2).
Explanation: This structure consist of one way interaction
dominated by the teacher who is controll ing the class.
Rating: opport\l··.ity to Negotiate output - None (0).
'"
Explanation: No verbal expression from students is expected.
Rating: Soope .. Minimal (2).
Explanation: This activity is limited to those times the
teacher is attempting to gain control of the class.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback"" Minimal (2).
Explanation: This activity is somewhat like a standard
operating procedure. Feedback is not related to language use.
13. Social with the Tea.cher
Rating: opportunity to Negotia.te Input - High (8).
Explanation: This activity involves two-way interaction
allowing for lots of interactional modification for
understanding.
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate output"" High (8).
Explanation: Students are encouraged to verbally express
themselves and to manipulatf~ the language.
Rating: Scope'" High (8).
Explanation: The range of topics, choice, and emotional
content is selected by the student. There are no restrictions.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback"" High (8).
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Explanation: Feedback is readily available in this ono to ono
interaction witll tile teacher.
14. Sooial witb Peers
Rating: opportuni ty to Negotiate Input"" High (B).
Explanation: This activity provides for two-....ay interaction
allowing for lots of interactional modifications. There is
lots of two-way negotiated meaning exchanges .... ith peers.
Rating: opportuni ty to Negotiate Output - High (8).
Explanation: students are unlimited in their verbal expression
with peers.
Rating: Soope - lIigh (8).
Explanation: The range of topics, clloice and inclusion of
emotions are totally up to the student.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback:: Moderate (6).
Explanation: Feedback about correct lanuage usc :;,ay be less
accurate with peers than with the teacher.
15. Non-Interacting-
Rating: opportunity to Negotiate Input'" None (0).
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Explanation: No interaction is expected. 'I'hiB is meant to be
quiet time ~here students place their head on their arms
folded across their desks.
Rating: opportunity to N8qotiate output"" None (0).
Explanation: No verbal expression is permitted.
Rating: Scope", None (0).
Explanation: This activity is limited to lowering one's head
on one's desk.
Rating: opportunity for Feedback = None (0).
Explanation: There is no feedback for language use
language is expected to or.:cur.
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APPENDIX B
Classroom Observation Instrument
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